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University Organization 
Undergraduate degrees at the University are offered through five colleges and 
Continuing Education and Special Programs. Graduate degrees are conferred by the 
Graduate College. --
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R. Wayne Richey 
R Wayne Richey has served as the executive director and head of staff for the Iowa 
•Board of Regents for 31 years. His tenure in this position as a state higher 
education executive is the longest in the nation. 
The Iowa governance system for higher education is nationally recognized for its 
governance autonomy, independence from political pressure of control, and respect for 
academic freedom and faculty governance in curricular matters. Presidents of the Regents 
universities consistently have voiced their appreciation of the Iowa governance system 
when comparing their experiences in other states. The very high national regard for the 
Iowa system of higher education is unquestionably a result of the contributions of many, 
including faculty, university administrators, Board of Regents members, legislators and 
the unfailing support for higher education by the Iowa citizenry. However, no other 
individual has worked so long and so diligently as Wayne Richey to preserve the 
integrity and independence of Iowa institutions. He has done so by steadfastly resisting 
political intrusions into the governing system that might infringe on academic freedom 
and sound educational practices. He has been a powerful advocate for increasing the 
representation of minority students in all public institutions of higher education in the 
State of Iowa and for employing faculty and staff to represent the diverse cultures which 
comprise our nation and world. 
W ayne Richey has been a strong proponent of competitive salaries in the national 
marketplace and of the importance of professional development leaves for faculty 
renewal. He has been particularly respectful of the views of students in the policy process 
and has ensured student consultation and input regarding board decisions on issues 
critical to students such as proposed increases in tuition and fees. 
During his lengthy career in Iowa, Wayne Richey has served with distinction on a 
number of Iowa boards and commissions, including: The Iowa Higher Education 
Facilities Commission, the Iowa College Student Aid Commission, the Iowa 
Developmental Disabilities Council, and the Iowa Coordinating Council for Post-High 
School Education. Nationally, he has served as president of the State Higher Education 
Executive Officers in 1974-75 and previously on its Advisory Committee on Higher 
Education Planning. He also has been a member of the National Center for Higher 
Education Management Systems and its National Advisory Council and numerous other 
committees of the State Higher Education Officers, an organization of which he is the 
most senior active member. 
Wayne Richey has dedicated his life to service on behalf of public higher education in 
Iowa. He has done so unselfishly and without drawing attention to himself while the 
institutions under the board's jurisdiction have flourished in the positive environment he 
has helped to foster. His achievements exemplify the goals and ideals of the University of 
Northern Iowa. 
Upon the recommendation of the University of Northern Iowa Honorary Degrees 
Committee, the University Faculty Senate, President Koob, and with the unanimous 
consent of the Board of Regents, it is a privilege to present R. Wayne Richey for the 
degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa. 
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The Academic Procession 
The procession begins with the entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty m~rshals, 
the candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the Teachifls. Program and the Liberal Arts 
Program, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Liberal Studies, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Science 
and Bachelor of Technology enter in five groups, representing each of the five undergraduate 
colleges. They are followed by the candidates for the highest degrees. 
The banners which are carried with the candidates' procession were first used in 1977. They were 
designed by Bekka Lindstrom, at that time a sophomore majoring in Art. The banners were 
fashioned by Phillip Elliott. 
Students wearing gold cords are those graduating with highest honors, a distinction which 
requires a grade average of 3.75 (4.00 would be all A's). 
The procession continues with representatives of the faculty. 
The President's Party forms the final section of the academic procession. Headed by the 
commencement marshal, it includes the president, members of the State Board of Regents and 
other platform guests, and deans and principal academic department heads. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace, designed and fashioned for the Centennial 
Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in Industrial Arts. A 
traditional symbol of authority, the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends of cast bronze, with 
the top carrying the seal of the University. The sterling silver chain worn by the President was also 
created for the Centennial Commencement. It was designed and constructed by Martin Peterson, 
then a junior majoring in Art, and it memorializes the historical evolution of the University by 
carrying the seals of the Iowa State Normal School, the Iowa State Teachers College, the State College 
of Iowa, and the University of Northern Iowa. 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded 
gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much 
diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system of 
academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by American institutions. According to this code, 




The design of the gown indicates the degree: the bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve. The 
master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctor's gown is 
fuller and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color of 
this velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar to all degrees, although differing slightly in 
length. The candidates for the bachelor's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a 
velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in 
the colors of the college or university granting the degree. 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the doctor's 
gown is as follows: 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue, light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Family 
and Consumer Sciences 
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Orange - Engineering 
Pink-Music 
Purple - Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden - Science 
Service Organizations 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa which is 
a junior-senior honorary organization which recognizes students who have 
demonstrated high levels of academic achievements, leadership in campus 
affairs, and community service. 
Student Alumni Ambassadors 
Graduates wearing a gold commemorative lapel pin are members of the Student 
Alumni Ambassadors (SAA). Since 1989, SAA has served the University in a 
variety of ways. From giving campus tours to prospective students, alumni and 
University guests, to serving as representatives of the student body at special 
events, SAA is recognized as one of the premier service organizations on 
campus. 
Academic Honorary Organizations 
Students who are members of academic honorary organizations will be 
identified by the color of cord they are wearing as follows: 
Organization Cord Color 
Alpha Delta Mu Silver and Black 
Alpha Delta Mu recognizes and honors scholarship and professional development in the 
knowledge and practice of Social Work. 
Alpha Kappa Delta Purple 
Alpha Kappa Delta recognizes scholarship and professional development in the area of 
Sociology. 
Beta Beta Beta Red and Green 
Beta Beta Beta recognizes scholastic achievement in Biology. 
Beta Gamma Sigma Blue and Gold 
Beta Gamma Sigma encourages and honors academic achievement and personal 
excellence in the study and practice of business. 
Gamma Theta Upsilon Light Blue, Light Brown and Gold 
Gamma Theta Upsilon promotes professional interest and enhances academic training in 
Geography. 
Kappa Delta Pi Green and Purple 
Kappa Delta Pi promotes excellence in all areas of Education as well as personal and 
professional growth in teachers and future teachers. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon Rose Pink and Silver 
Kappa Mu Epsilon recognizes scholarship and fellowship for students interested in 
Mathematics. 
Mu Kappa Tau Royal Blue and Gold 
Mu Kappa Tau encourages and recognizes the scholarship, professional development, 
and personal integrity and excellence among students of Marketing. 
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Omicron Delta Epsilon Gold and Blue 
Omicron Delta Epsilon attempts to expose members to out-of-class educational 
experiences in Economics. 
Phi Alpha Theta -.. Red and Light Blue 
Phi Alpha Theta encourages the study of History by providing recognition for papers 
and scholarly work. 
Phi Upsilon Omicron Yellow and White 
Phi Upsilon Omicron recognizes and encourages academic excellence and leadership 
development in the area of family and consumer sciences. 
Pi Kappa Lambda Pink and Purple 
Pi Kappa Lambda is dedicated to the furtherance of music in education and education in 
music and recognizes and encourages scholarship and musicianship. 
Psi Chi Light Blue and Gold 
Psi Chi encourages and honors undergraduate academic achievement and scholarship in 
psychology and psychological research. 
Sigma Delta Pi Crimson and Gold 
Sigma Delta Pi promotes the study of the Spanish language and Hispanic culture and 
literature. 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon Silver, Gold and Royal Blue 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon recognizes scholarship and professionalism in the area of Earth 
Science. 
Sigma Pi Sigma Blue and Silver 
Sigma Delta Pi members must attain high standards of general scholarship and 
outstanding achievement in the area of Physics. 
Sigma Tau Delta Cardinal and Black 
Sigma Tau Delta recognizes high achievement in studies of English language and 
literature and encourages creative and critical writing. 
Theta Alpha Phi Purple and White 
Theta Alpha Phi is an honorary fraternity for students who have distinguished 





The Merchant Scholarship 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the purpose of 
graduate study to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa. 
The fields of study and the Universities to be attended are shown. 
Mary Elizabeth Bond 
Mathematics 
University of Kentucky 
Sarah Johnson 
Jennifer Robin Dykes Burgess 
Ind us trial/Organizational Psychology 
University of Tennessee 
Historical and Critical Studies 
University of Brighton, United Kingdom 
Layle Kristen Watkins 
Chemistry 
Texas A & M University 
Military Science 
The following graduates have earned a commission as a Second Lieutenant in 
the United States Army. 
Shane A. Roach .................. .. ........................................................ Mason City, Iowa 
Cory E. Schowengerdt ..................................... ............. ............ Emmetsburg, Iowa 
Jonathan D. Stamberg ........................................ .. .... .. .. .. ............ . Cedar Falls, Iowa 
University Commencement Committee 
Philip Patton, Chair 
Chantelle Beyer, Matthew Bunting, Jay Edelnant, Clark Elmer 
Dave Kohrs, Doug Koschmeder, Hattie Middleton, 
William Shepherd, Julia Wallace 
Program: Jay Edelnant, Chair 
Chantelle Beyer; Matthew Bunting; Susan Chilcott; Irene Elbert; Philip Patton 
Production and Processional: Jay Edelnant 
Clark Elmer; Dave Kohrs; Doug Koschmeder; Hattie Middleton; 
William Shepherd; Julia Wallace 
Cellular Communication Equipment and Service 
provided by 
United States Cellular Wireless Communications 
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May 9, 1998 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
West Gymnasium 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Judy Harrington, M.A. 
--
Professor of Communicative Disorders 
Commencement Marshal 
10:00 a.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT ................................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
Dr. Ronald W. Johnson, Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL ........................................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Business Administration 
The Heads of the Departments of the College of Business Administration 
Representatives of the Faculty 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Platform Guests 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ....................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS ................... Nancy A. Marlin, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS ......................................................................... Teresa L. Manley 




PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
College of Business Administration ............................. Willis Greer, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Business Teaching ... ... ...................... ... .................... .. .... ........ ... Dean Greer 
Accounting ..................................................................... .Dr. Gerald Smith 
Economics ................................................................. .Dr. Fred J. Abraham 
Finance ................................................................. Dr. A. Frank Thompson 
Management ............................................................. Dr. Farzad Moussavi 
Marketing ................................................................. Dr. Mary Jane Sheffet 
Students will be recognized alphabetically within department 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* ................................... ............... .... ....... President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ...... .... .............. .... ....... .......... ........................... ..... Beverly Riess 
President, Alumni Association Board of Directors 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT ... Anastasia Lee and Kristin Michael 
*READING OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES .......... ... ....... .... .. .. .. Clark Elmer, M.A. 
Director of Enrollment Management and Admissions 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ............................................................. UNI Brass Ensemble 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 
interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 




Particular Areas · 
Kevin A Diehl 
Mason City 
Marshall Peden Blaine 
Indianola 
Molly A Skahill 
Waterloo 
MANAGEMENT: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION Patrick H. Sweeney 
Elma 
MANAGEMENT: INFORMATION SYSTEMS Nicole L. Harpenau Storey 
Alton 






College of Business Administration 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1998 degree candidate 
Afall 1998 degree candidate 
+Fall 1997 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
JILL MARIE AGAN, BA 
Des Moines 
Accounting 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH AGAN, BA 
Knoxville 
Marketing 
JAMIE LYNN ALBER, BA 
West Union 
Accounting 
MATTHEW SCOTT ALLAN, BA 
Humboldt 
Accounting 




Senior Thesis Title: The Effect of a Flat Tax 
on the Individual Taxpayer 
*KRISTEN LYN ALTENBERGER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
*JASON M. ANDERSEN, BA 
Altoona 
Management: Business Administration 
*JAYSON ANDERSON, BA 
Norwalk 
Management: Human Resource 
ANGELA KAY ANDERZHON, BA 
Farragut 
Marketing 
**LYNETTE J. ANFINSON, BA 
Pierson 
Marketing 
*KIMBERLY KAY ANLIKER, BA 
West Bend 
Accounting 
SELENA ANN ARTIS, BA 
Davenport 
Marketing 
BENJAMIN J. BACKES, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Marketing 




JULIE K. BANKUS, BA 
Columbus, Nebraska 
Management: Production 
MELISSA LEE BASS, BA 
New Hartford 
Accounting 
#STEPHANIE A . BEEBE, BA 
Marion 
Management: Human Resource 
BROOKE SUZANNE BEIER, BA 
Fredericksburg 
Finance: General 
* ANDREW ROBERT BELL, BA 
Des Moines 
Marketing 
MICHELLE LYNN BENSKIN, BA 
Guttenberg 
Marketing 
***TROY G. BERNS, BA 
Saint Olaf 
Marketing 
*LANCE AARON BEVING, BA 
Ackley 
Finance: General 
TANYA A. BICE, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
Marketing 
COREY RANDALL BIERL, BA 
Carroll 
Finance: General 
***MARSHALL PEDEN BLAINE, BA 
Indianola 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques and 
Mathematics A 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: The Economic Impact of 
the University of Northern Iowa on the State 
of Iowa 
#SCOTT WAYNE BLESSMAN, BA 
Webster City 
Accounting 
JON THOMAS BLEVINS, BA 
Parkersburg 
Finance: General 
LORI LEE BLOM, BA 
Sioux City 
Marketing 
MARY A. BOESE, BA 
Knoxville 
Accounting 
*JAMIE ALAN BOESS, BA 
Hawkeye 
Accounting 
BRIAN JOHN BoULTING, BA 
Dubuque 
Accounting 
***GREGORY J. BRAUN, BA 
Mason City 
Accounting 
#MATTHEWS. BREMER, BA 
Pfafftown, North Carolina 
Management Information Systems 
#JENNIFER LYNN BURVEE BREU, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
JOSHUA KNOLL BRIGHT, BA 
Keokuk 
Finance: General 
DANIEL BRINKMANN, BA 
Clinton 
Management: Business Administration 
SARAH L. BROWN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management Information Systems 
* ANGELA S . BRUMMEL, BA 
Newton 
Accounting 
JASON BRUSTKERN, BA 
Evansdale 
Accounting 
JAMES BULL, BA 
Clinton 
Accounting 
HEATH DWIGHT BULLOCK, BA 
Bellevue 
Finance: Real Estate 
#JAMIE BUNCH, BA 
Cherokee 
Marketing 
MATTHEW D. BUNTING, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Economics: General Economics and Spanish 
AMANDA MAE BURKE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business Administration 
*LYNE A. BUTTERWORTH, BA 
Muscatine 
Accounting 
HEATHER RACHELLE BYERS, BA 
Moville 
Marketing 




CHAD M. CAMPBELL, BA 
Parkersburg 
Finance: Real Estate 
*TROY LEE CAMPBELL, BA 
Onawa 
Accounting 
GREGORY JON CARGIN, BA 
Cherokee 
Accounting 
KELLEY CARLSON, BA 
Storm Lake 
Finance: Real Estate 
***KIMBERLY M . CAYTON, BA 
Vinton 
Accounting 
*BRIAN MICHAEL CHEESE, BA 
Lenox 
Accounting 
*CHAD EDWARD COMER, BA 
Zwingle 
Finance: General 
KATHRYN M. COOK, BA 
Davenport 
Management Information Systems 
**CC COOPER, BA 
La Porte City 
Accounting 
LISA MARIE CRAWFORD, BA 
Independence 
Accounting 
**MICHELLE LESLIE CRAWFORD, BA 
Des Moines 
Marketing 
JEFFREY JASON CROSLEY, BA 
Davenport 
Accounting 
SHEILA CUL VER, BA 
Bettendorf 
Accounting 
AMY M. CUVELIER, BA 
Shell Rock 
Management: Human Resource 
*TARA MARIE DAHL, BA 
Manly 
Accounting 
MICHAEL V. DALTON, JR., BA 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Management: Human Resource 
JUSTIN ALAN DAMS, BA 
Waterloo 
Finance: General and Mathematics C 
*GREGORY ALLAN DAVIES, BA 
Wilton 
Management: Business Administration 
MATTHEW RAY DEBERG, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Human Resource 






#*SHELLY ALEXA DETEMMERMAN, BA 
Oelwein 
Management: Business Administration 
**GABRIEL DICKEY, BA 
Packwood 
Accounting 




Senior Thesis Title: Rhodes Scholar: 
Defining an Opportunity 
BRETT WILLIAM DOWNS, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
AMY MARIE DRAHOS, BA 
Blairstown 
Management: Business Administration 
KELLY JEAN DRAKE, BA 
Carroll 
Marketing 
So YOUNG TERI DRENNON, BA 
Marshalltown 
Finance: General 
DERRIC D . DUESENBERG, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management Information Systems 
WILLIAM J. DUNNWALD, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
BENJAMIN BALLOU DVERGSTEN, BA 
Storm Lake 
Finance: General 
***BRANDI LYNN EBERLE, BA 
Allison 
Accounting 
*AMANDA EDDY, BA 
Parkersburg 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques 
DEBORAH RUTH EGGLESTON, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
JOSHUA M. EGGLEY, BA 
Des Moines 
Marketing 
*DESIREE LYNNE EIDE, BA EDUCATION 
Newton 
Business: Teaching 
DEREK D . EILDERTS, BA 
Aplington 
Accounting 
JON LESLIE ELSWICK, BA 
Albia 
Marketing 
GREGORY A. ENDICOTT, BA 
Cylinder 
Accounting 




*JAMES HAROLD ERICKSON, BA 
Cherokee 
Finance: General 
JOE L. ERION, BA 
Janesville 
Management: Business Administration and 
Criminology 
**MITCHELL RAY ESTLING, BA 
Lamont 
Accounting 
ERIK JAMES FEDERER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
**JODI LYNNE FELDERMAN, BA 
Bellevue 
Finance: General 
**AMBER RAE FERGUSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance: General 
KEVIN MICHAEL FIENHOLD, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Accounting 
**JOANNE M . FISCHELS, BA 
Independence 
Accounting 
CRAIG R. FLANAGAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
BROOK M. FLEENOR, BA 
Ida Grove 
Finance: General 
**RYAN F. FLYNN, BA 
Johnston 
Accounting 
***GINA FONTAINE, BA 
Dubuque 
Marketing 
* AMELIA M. FOSTER, BA 
Coal Valley, Illinois 
Management: Business Administration 
RICHARD NEAL FOSTER III, BA 
Mediapolis 
Accounting 
*DAVID FREEMAN, BA 
West Des Moines 
Accounting 
MICHAEL D. w. GABRICK, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
DOUGLAS GACH, BA 
Carroll 
Finance: General 
*** ADAM GALAMBOS, BA 
Budapest, Hungary 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques and 
German 
#FALEULA GAOTEOTE, BA 
Pago Pago, American Samoa 
Finance: General 
**JENNIFER ANN GESKE, BA 
Marion 
Accounting 
KARI ANN GIER, BA 
Rockwell City 
Finance: General 
LINDSEY Jo GIESE, BA 
Carroll 
Marketing 
NATHAN MICHAEL GILLESPIE, BA 
Lake Park 
Management Information Systems 
*TREVOR JOHN GLANZ, BA 
Manchester 
Management: Business Administration 
TODD EDWARD GLYNN, BA 
Ryan 
Accounting 
***MATTHEW LAWRENCE GOETTSCH, BA 
Clive 
Finance: General 
***TUCKER DANIEL GORDEN, BA 
Austin, Minnesota 
Accounting 
*JUSTIN F. GORSH, BA 
Van Horne 
Finance: Real Estate 
SARA MICHELLE GOSLIN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management Information Systems 
*JEFFREY R. GRAGG, BA 
Waterloo 
Finance: General 
*JEFFREY H. GRANT, BA 
Des Moines 
Economics: General Economics 
JOSEPH BRIAN GREENE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business Administration 
***GRETCHEN COLE GRIFFITH, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Accounting 
BRADLY JOHN GROOTHUIS, BA 
Hudson 
Accounting 
***STEFFANIE L. GUESS, BA 
New Hartford 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques 
KIMBERLY DAWN GUSA, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Management: Business Administration 
ADAM RA y GUZMAN, BA 
Garner 
Marketing 
#*TANYAJ. HALDIN, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Accounting 




DOUGLAS E. HALVERSON, BA 
Mason City 
Management: Business Administration 
GINA ELIZABETH HAND-TRIMBLE, BA 
Independence 
A€Counting -.. 
AMY Jo HANSEN, BA 
Ankeny 
Marketing 
*JONATHAN DAVID HARRIS, BA 
Des Moines 
Accounting 
*BRANDON CRAIG HART, BA 
Alta Vista 
Finance: Real Estate 
***JOHN H. HAWLEY, BA 
Ottumwa 
Accounting and Economics 
JUNKO HAYASHI, BA 
Osaka, Japan 
Accounting 
TOBY GENE HAYEK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Finance: General 




Senior Thesis Title: The Impact of 
Computer-Assisted Communication 
Techniques on the Accounting Profession 
**JESSICA ANN HEILMAN, BA 
Melvin 
Finance: General 
*TRICIA LYNN HEIMS, BA 
Worthington 
Management: Business Administration 
ANN LEE HEINEMAN, BA 
Fairbank 
Finance: General 
RITA M. HEMANN, BA 
Stacyville 
Accounting 
Scarr ALAN HENNAGIR, BA 
Mason City 
Management: Business Administration 
LORI LYNN HENNING, BA 
Dubuque 
Marketing 
JACKIE M. HERBERS, BA 
Emmetsburg 
Finance: General 
Scarr ALAN HERKELMAN, BA 
Hudson 
Marketing 
JASON TERRY RANDALL HEYER, BA 
Titonka 
Accounting 





#***MICHELLE L. HILLARD, BA 
Dubuque 
Marketing and Art: Studio Emphasis 
SHARON MARIE HOFFMAN, BA 
Carroll 
Management: Business Administration 
BRIAN G. HOGAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Production 
**NIKKI L. HOGAN, BA 
Ankeny 
Accounting 
***DEE A. A. HOKE, BA 
DeWitt 
Accounting 
JESSICA LYNN HOLLMAN, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Accounting 
*JOY A. HOOD, BA 
Indianola 
Marketing 
SCOTT ALAN HOOK, BA 
Forest City 
Accounting 
*RENAE ANN HOUCK, BA 
Radcliffe 
Management Information Systems 
TRACY HOWE, BA 
Nora Springs 
Management: Business Administration 
AARON HUNT, BA 
West Des Moines 
Finance: Real Estate 
*WENDY LYNN HUNTINGTON, BA 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Marketing 
CARLA ANN IRLBECK, BA 
Westside 
Management: Business Administration 
TERRY ScoTI JACKSON, BA 
Robins 
Management: Human Resource 
CALVIN MATTHEW JACOBSON, BA 
Wapello 
Marketing 
JOSHUA J. JANECZKO, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Production 
CORRINE JOHN, BA 
Oxford Junction 
Finance: General 
JODI L. JOHNSON, BA 
Spencer 
Marketing 
***TIFFANY MARIE JOHNSON, BA 
Fremont, Nebraska 
Accounting 




*ANGIE JONES, BA 
Des Moines 
Marketing 
KANDY MICHELE JONES, BA 
Winterset 
Management Information Systems 
*VICTORIA A. JONES, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
KELLY JUHL, BA EDUCATION 
Garner 
Business: Teaching 
#JEFFREY HASSAN JUNAID, BA 
Waterloo 
Management Information Systems 
#DAWN MARIE KAESTNER, BA 
Atkins 
Marketing 
JAIME LEE KAMMERER, BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing 
***CHAD ROBERT KEARNEY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Human Resource 
EMILY L. KEEHNER, BA 
Monona 
Accounting 
DUANE LEE KELLEY, BA 
Danville 
Management Information Systems 
*** AARON M.KELL Y, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
KARI SUE KENNEDY, BA 
Farley 
Management: Business Administration 
STACY KENNEDY, BA 
State Center 
Management: Human Resource 
CHALISE NICOLE KEUNE, BA 
Marion 
Management Information Systems and Spanish 
Scarr ALAN KILKER, BA 
West Des Moines 
Accounting 
ANTONIO MWANGANGI KIOKO, BA 
Nairobi, Kenya 
Management Information Systems 
LISA A. KLIEGL, BA 
Laurens 
Finance: Real Estate 
**MELISSA CHRISTINE KLINE, BA 
West Des Moines 
Management Information Systems 
DOUGLAS D. KLOSTERMANN, BA 
Bankston 
Management Information Systems 
*JULIE M . KOTZ, BA 
Johnston 
Management: Business Administration 
***KIMBERLY KAY KRIENER, BA 
Waverly 
Finance: General 
*BECKY KA YE KUCH, BA 
Blairstown 
Accounting 
*BRENTON J. KUHN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Finance: General 
PATRICKJ. LAMPE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management Information Systems 
SHAWN M. LANGEL, BA 
Dubuque 
Management: Business Administration 
*KELLY LARSON, BA 
Waukon 
Marketing 
KARA LEIGH LARSON-BACKES, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Management: Human Resource 
ROBERT ALEX LEDGER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
PIK-KWAN, LEE, BA 
Kuantan, Pahang, Malaysia 
Management Information Systems 
JODY A. LINDAUER, BA 
Manchester 
Accounting 
#THOMAS J. LINDAUER, BA 
Cascade 
Marketing 
**JASON R. LOCKETT, BA 
Janesville 
Management Information Systems 
JACOB N. LUNDGREN, BA 
Reinbeck 
Finance: Real Estate 
**GREGG A. LUTZ, BA 
Akron,Ohio 
Economics: Quantitative Techniques 
RYAN WILLIAM MACLAGAN, BA 
Jefferson 
Management: Human Resource 
DESTINY KAYE MADSEN, BA 
Mason City 
Finance: General 
B. CHRISTINE MAGEE, BA 
Eldora 
Management: Human Resource 
**TERESA LYNN MANLEY, BA 
Spencer 
Accounting 
#***DUSTIN GREGORY MANTERNACH, BA 
Cascade 
Accounting 




JONI ANNE MARTENSEN, BA 
Hinton 
Marketing 
JENNIFER J. MARTIN, BA 
Waterloo 
Management.;.J;Iuman Resource 
RoBiN ANN MATT, BA 
Marion 
Finance: General 
STEPHANIE MATT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business Administration 
SEAN MICHAEL McA voY, BA 
Adel 
Management Information Systems 
ELIZABETH DAWN McCLONEY, BA 
Des Moines 
Accounting 
*MICHAEL RICHARD McCOY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
***SUSAN MCGHEE, BA 
Janesville 
Marketing 
TROY THOMAS McKINNEY, BA 
Kellogg 
Accounting 
JASON ROBERT MCMASTER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance: General 
*ELIZABETH A. McNAMARA, BA 
Mason City 
Accounting 
*NICKY ANGELA MEINTS, BA 
Saint Charles 
Marketing 
KENT RYAN MENTZER, BA 
Holstein 
Accounting 
JILL M. MERRYMAN, BA 
Burlington 
Management: Human Resource 
BRENT A. METHFESSEL, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Finance: Real Estate 
SHARON KAY MEYERAAN, BA 
Waterloo 
Accounting 
**JENNIFER ANNE MIERSEN, BA 
Marion 
Accounting 
**MICHAEL JOHN MIESEN, BA 
Orange City 
Accounting 
JENNY LYNN MILLER, BA 
Mason City 
Marketing 
MICHAEL RYAN MILLER, BA 
Algona 
Management: Business Administration 
• 
l 
SARAH ELIZABETH MILLER, BA 
Waterloo 
Finance: General 
***TENNILLE E. MILLER, BA 
Sioux City 
Accounting 
KIMBERLEY J. MILLIGAN, BA 
Baxter 
Management: Human Resource 
***JOBY JOHN MILLS, BA 
Toledo 
Finance: General 
*JOSHUA ZEIGER MISHOE, BA 
Van Meter 
Accounting 
AMBER L. MOELLER, BA 
Conrad 
Marketing 
DAVID A. MORGAN, BA 
New Hampton 
Management: Business Administration 
ROBERT JON MORITZ, BA 
Glenview, Illinois 
Management Information Systems 
**DANIELLE M. MORLAN, BA 
Des Moines 
Accounting 
JOSEPH J. MORONEY, BA 
Masonville 
Accounting 
*JESSICA ANN MORRIS, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing 
***MICHAEL ANTHONY MORTON, BA 
Derby 
Marketing 
JAMES RYAN MOSCHETTI, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
#KRISTEN ANN MOUDRY, BA 
New Hampton 
Management: Business Administration 
# ANNETTE C. MouSSALLI, BA 
Nevada 
Management: Human Resource 
KURTIS C. MOYER, BA 
Adel 
Marketing 
**GRANT ANDREW MUEHLIG, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Economics: Business Analysis 
*MICHELLE LEA MUFF, BA 
Ventura 
Management: Business Administration 
*HEATHER ANN MUILENBURG, BA 
Hospers 
Accounting 
THOMAS ROBERT NEFF, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management Information Systems 
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*KRISTY MAE NELSON, BA 
Aurora 
Accounting 
NEKO SUE NICHOLSON, BA 
Osage 
Marketing 
TARA J. NICHOLSON-BUTTERY, BA 
Parkview 
Accounting 
**DAWN MICHELE NIETFELD, BA 
Ankeny 
Accounting 
# KAARN MARIE OAKLAND, BA 
Ossian 
Finance: General 
G. MICHAEL ODOR, BA 
Dakota City 
Finance: General 
JAMES G . O'LEARY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Finance: General 
CHRISTIAN JAMES OLSEN, BA 
Warrenville, Illinois 
Accounting 
MATTHEW L. OLTROGGE, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
*CARMEN F. OsIER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
KEVIN MICHAEL OTTEN, BA 
Mason City 
Finance: Real Estate 
***SETH R. P ACHA, BA 
Marion 
Accounting 
ADAM ANTHONY P ASKER, BA 
Manchester 
Finance: General 
*LESLEY GARNER PEDERSEN, BA 
Bettendorf 
Marketing 
CHAD PEDERSON, BA 
Badger 
Marketing 
**ANGELA DAWN PERRY, BA 
Grimes 
Accounting 
#MELISSA J. PETERSEN, BA 
Denver 
Finance: General 
BENJAMIN A. PETERSON, BA 
Polk City 
Accounting 
BRETT PETERSON, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Marketing 
V ANHSA VANG PHANIVONG, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Management: Production 
**JUDSON BARCLAY POPPEN, BA 
Clarion 
Management: Business Administration 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Development of a 
Student Managed Think Tank at the 
University of Northern Iowa 
*DANIEL J. POSTER, BA 
Blue Grass 
Accounting 
**NATHAN LEE POUNDSTONE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
CHRISTOPHER S. POWELL, BA 
Sioux City 
Management Information Systems 
*JASON A. PROCHASKA, BA 
Washington 
Accounting 
**KARLA LEE QUANDAHL, BA 
Decorah 
Finance: General 
*TODD ANTHONY RAHE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance: General 
#JEREMY LEE RASMUSSEN, BA 
Cromwell 
Accounting 
JUSTIN D. RAY, BA 
Tama 
Management: Business Administration 
GREGORY R. REED, BA 
Des Moines 
Accounting 
KLINT K. REGAN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
ANDREW DOUGLAS REIMER, BA 
Guttenberg 
Economics: General Economics and Political 
Science 
KATHLEEN E. REMPE, BA 
WestPoint 
Finance: Real Estate 
*CODY RENTSCHLER, BA 
Solon 
Management Information Systems 
#JESSICA J . RICH, BA 
Dike 
Management Information Systems 
JESSICA L. RIDOUT, BA 
Gilman 
Management: Business Administration 
RYAN A. RIECK, BA 
Center Point 
Accounting 
RY AN ANTHONY RIEDER, BA 
Amana 
Management Information Systems 
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***SARAH R. RIEKENA, BA 
Wellsburg 
Accounting 
**JENNIFER RENEE RIESSELMAN, BA 
Manilla 
Accounting -. 
JESSE L. RINKENBERGER, BA 
Marion 
Management: Business Administration 
JUSTIN E. ROBERTS, BA 
Marshalltown 
Management: Human Resource 
*LORI MARIE ROHRET, BA 
Adel 
Marketing 
*JULIA ROOSE, BA 
Pella 
Economics: General Economics 
JUSTIN DAVID ROSENDAHL, BA 
Ventura 
Management Information Systems 
# KEVIN ROBERT SABUS, BA 
Churdan 
Management: Human Resource 
JILL SANDERSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Finance: General 
***KIMBERLY A. SCHAAPVELD, BA 
Muscatine 
Accounting 
AARON WILLIAM SCHAYER, BA 
Washington 
Accounting 
* ANGELA K. SCHEETZ, BA 
Oxford 
Management: Human Resource 
**TRAVIS JOE ScHIPPER, BA 
Aplington 
Accounting 
*** ANDREW M. SCHLESINGER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Accounting 
MELISSA SUE SCHMIDT, BA 
Sioux City 
Finance: General 
ROBYN SCHMIDT, BA 
Waterloo 
Management: Business Administration 
*JEFFREY R. SCHMITZ, BA 
Dunkerton 
Accounting 
BRIAN WAYNE SCHNEIDER, BA 
Denver 
Marketing 
MELISSA L. SCHNEIDER, BA 
Estherville 
Marketing 





JOHN LOUIS ScHOLTES, BA 
Lansing 
Accounting 
#LEAH LYNN SCHOTT, BA 
Clermont 
Finance: General 
AMY L. SCHROEDER, BA 
Waverly 
Marketing 
**SARA E . ScHULTZ, BA 
Sumner 
Accounting 
ALLYSON L. ScHULTZE, BA 
Norwalk 
Management: Business Administration 
+DORAN N . ScHWARTZ, BA 
Bismarck, North Dakota 
Accounting 
BRENT A. SCHWEER, BA 
Readlyn 
Management: Business Administration 
DAWN MICHELLE SCOTT, BA 
Harlan 
Accounting 
ROBERT B. ScOVILLE, BA 
Williamsburg 
Marketing 
***KARMEN M. SEAVEY, BA 
Evansdale 
Management Information Systems 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Information Resource 
Management in Emergency Room Medicine 
ANGELA M. SEBILSKY, BA 
Waverly 
Management: Business Administration 
SHERI LYNN SEDLACEK, BA 
Swisher 
Management: Business Administration 
MATTHEW E. SHANKS, BA 
Nauvoo, Illinois 
Finance: Real Estate 
*KARI L. SHELL, BA 
Waukee 
Management: Human Resource 
**KIMBERLY A. SHEPHERD, BA 
Humboldt 
Marketing 
DWAYNE WILLIAM SIECK, BA 
Maynard 
Finance: Real Estate 
***Scarr MATHEW SIEVERS, BA 
Ankeny 
Finance: General 
N . TODD SINCLAIR, BA 
Vancouver, Washington 
Accounting 




RYAN SMIDT, BA 
Coon Rapids 
Finance: Real Estate 
JESSE ToDD SMITH, BA 
Hudson 
Finance: General 
TARA MARIE SMITH, BA 
Osage 
Finance: General 
SHANNON M . SNYDER, BA 
Adel 
Finance: General 
**TODD ALLEN SoMMERFELD, BA 
Kelley 
Accounting 
CHAD E . SoUKUP, BA 
Alburnett 
Management: Business Administration 
MARCY DIANE STEARNS, BA 
Webster City 
Finance: Real Estate 
ALICE STEVENS, BA 
Sumner 
Finance: General 
ERIN STOKESBERRY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Management: Business Administration 
**NICOLE LYNN STOREY, BA 
Alton 
Management Information Systems 
BRAD MICHAEL STORK, BA 
Lidderdale 
Finance: General 
*BRYAN WILLIAM STOUT, BA 
Burlington 
Marketing 
JOSEPH G. STRECK, BA 
Ida Grove 
Finance: General 
JOSEPH MICHAEL STROBEL, BA 
New Sharon 
Accounting 
JONATHAN STUCK, BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing 
JENNIFER LYNN STUVICK, BA 
Larchwood 
Accounting 
**CHU-PING SUN, BA 
Taichung, Taiwan 
Accounting 
DARIN WADE SUNTKEN, BA 
Meservey 
Management: Business Administration 
JUSTIN JAMES SVOBODA, BA 
Clutier 
Finance: General 
**PATRICK HERMAN SWEENEY JR., BA 
Elma 
Management: Business Administration 
MELINDA DYAN SYLVESTER, BA 
Norwalk 
Management: Business Administration 
JAMIE Jo T AUSZ, BA 
Clarion 
Finance: General 
**TINA N. TAYLOR, BA 
Algona 
Accounting 
BRIAN C. TESSAU, BA 
West Des Moines 
Marketing 
**MATHEW TESSAU, BA 
West Des Moines 
Accounting 
#AMY LYNN THARP, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Finance: General 
#TANYA MARIE THOMAS, BA 
Marion 
Finance: General 
# BRIAN LYNN THOMPSON, BA 
Clinton 
Accounting 
*JED THOMPSON, BA 
Parkersburg 
Management Information Systems 
JERICA THYS, BA 
Victor 
Accounting 
*ANTHONY J. TOOHILL, BA 
Davenport 
Accounting 
*DEANN M. TRAUB, BA 
West Bend 
Accounting 
MATTHEW AARON TRAETOW, BA 
Denver 
Management: Business Administration 
DENNIS G. TUTTLE, BA 
Des Moines 
Management Information Systems 
WILLIAM L. TYE, BA 
Red Oak 
Marketing 
BRYAN JASON VANDAELE, BA 
Urbandale 
Accounting 
DAWN RENEE V ANDERZYL, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
*DENISE EILEEN VAN NICE, BA 
Blue Grass 
Accounting 
BRENT VANWEY, BA 
Marion 
Management: Business Administration 




JEREMY C. VOKT, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Accounting 
#EDWARD VORWALD, BA 
Farley 
Aecounting 
KARMEN KAY WADSLEY, BA 
Early 
Accounting 
**ERIC TRENT WAGNER, BA 
Ankeny 
Finance: General 
*HEATHER DENISE WAILES, BA 
Scranton 
Accounting 
*ERIC J. WALKER, BA 
Bettendorf 
Accounting 
#* ANGELA M. WALTERS, BA 
West Des Moines 
Finance: Real Estate 
MASON A. WALTON, BA 
Joice 
Accounting 
*CORY J. WEBER, BA 
Gilbertville 
Finance: General 
DAWN MARIE WHITE, BA 
Bernard 
Accounting 
HEIDI ELLEN WIEGAND, BA 
Independence 
Accounting 
MARK DANIEL WIESE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
*LORISSA B. WILEY, BA 
Norway 
Accounting 
*CHAD JOSEPH WILLIAMS, BA 
Victor 
Accounting 
**JULIE WILLSON, BA 
Shell Rock 
Accounting 
KEVIN RA y WILSON, BA 
Storm Lake 
Management: Production 
TONY WINKLER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
#CHAD M. WINTER, BA 
Sioux City 
Management Information Systems 
*CRAIG M. WINTER, BA 
Eldora 
Accounting 





KAYLA DIANE WOODSIDE, BA 
Pleasantville 
Marketing 
ROBERT W. WOOLLUMS, BA 
Norwalk 
Accounting 
KURTIS RA y YEOMAN, BA 
Aurora 
Management: Business Administration 




May 9, 1998 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
Price Lab School Nielsen Fieldhouse 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Jay Edelnant, Ph.D. 
Professor of Performance Studies 
Commencement Marshal 
11:00 a.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT .................................................................. UNI Brass Ensemble 
Dr. Sandra Frey Stegman, Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL .......................................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Education 
Candidates from the Graduate College 
The Heads of the Departments of the College of Education 
Representatives of the Faculty 
The Alumni Class of 1948 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Platform Guests 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ...................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS .................. Nancy A. Marlin, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS ....................................................................... Susan M. Wetrich 
Candidate in Special Education 
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE ....................................... .Dr. Sue Fallon 
Vice President for Educational and Student Services 





PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
College of Education ........................................... Thomas J. Switzer, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Students will be recognized alphabetically 
Graduate College ................................................ John W. Somervill, Ph.D., Dean 
Doctor of Education 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
Specialist in Education 
Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Music 
Master of Public Policy 
Master of Science 
Students will be recognized alphabetically for the Specialist 
and the Masters Degrees 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* ............................................................ President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ............................................................................ Beverly Riess 
President, Alumni Association Board of Directors 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT ... Anastasia Lee and Kristin Michael 
*READING OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES ............................. Clark Elmer, M.A. 
Director of Enrollment Management and Admissions 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ............................................................. UNI Brass Ensemble 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 
interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorwus Scholarship in 
Particular Areas 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HEALTH PROMOTION AND EDUCATION 
(Fall 1997 graduate) 
LEISURE SERVICES 
(Fall 1997 graduate) 
MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
(Fall 1997 graduate) 
Melena K. Haskovec 
Waukon 
Julie A. Nordstrom 
LeClaire 
Laurie L. Nathan Russell 
Cedar Falls 
Jaymie M. Scott 
Waterloo 
William Chris Gelhaus 
Steamboat Rock 
Deborah A. Fricke Gilmore 
Altoona 





Heather A. Muilenburg 
Hospers 
Travis Joe Schipper 
Aplington 
College of Education 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1998 degree candidate 
"Fall 1998 degree candidate 
+Fall 1997 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
**SUZAN E. AHRENHOLZ, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
*STACEY ANDERSON, BA EDUCATION 
Dows 
Elementary Education 
THERESA L. APPLEBY, BA EDUCATION 
Independence 
Elementary Education 
LAURIE LYNN ARENSOORF, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
CARLA ANN ASKEW, BA 
Stockport 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
**STEPHANIE ANN AVERHOFF, BA EDUCATION 
Evansdale 
Elementary Education 
"ANGELA CHRISTINE AYCOCK, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
*CHRISTOPHER M. BAHR, BA EDUCATION 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 
Physical Education 
LARONNA LEA BAHR, BA EDUCATION 
Hubbard 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
ROY ALLEN BAILEY, BA EDUCATION 
Maywood, Illinois 
Elementary Education 
#BECKY J. BALL, BA 
Fredericksburg 
Health Promotion: General 
#*JAIMIE JANELLE BALLOU, BA 
Olin 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General and 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
"**SANDRA KAY BALLOU, BA EDUCATION 
Graettinger 
Elementary Education 
"*HEIDI MARIE BARGENQUAST, BA EDUCATION 
Shelby 
Early Childhood Education 
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"*ANGELA LYNN BARLOON, BA EDUCATION 
Decorah 
Early Childhood Education 
BENJAMIN HENRY BARTON, BA EDUCATION 
Wabasha, Minnesota 
Physical Education 
"*BRIDGET ANN BASILE, BA EDUCATION 
Darien, Illinois 
Elementary Education 
*DERRICK GENE BECKER, BA EDUCATION 
Monona 
Elementary Education 
STACEY M. BECKER, BA EDUCATION 
Norwalk 
Elementary Education 
#TIMOTHY S. BIRKEY, BA 
Manson 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
PAMELA}. BIXBY, BA EDUCATION 
Parkersburg 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
JEFFERY J. BLYTHE, BA EDUCATION 
Ackley 
Elementary Education 
"*KERI LYNN BOATRIGHT, BA EDUCATION 
Grimes 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
"DEANNA LYNN BOHALL, BA EDUCATION 
Newton 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*BRANDY Jo BOULTING, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
BRANDY KAYE BOWERS, BA EDUCATION 
Sigourney 
Elementary Education 
"**ERIN M. BOYDSTON, BA EDUCATION 
Homewood, Illinois 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
*MICHELLE LYNN BRAAFHART, BA EDUCATION 
Pella 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
CYNTHIA LEA BRANDT, BA EDUCATION 
Titonka 
Elementary Education 
"*AMANDA JANE BRANT, BA EDUCATION 
Marshalltown 
Elementary Education 
LISA ANN BRASS, BA 
Pella 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
#KERRY JEAN BRATTRUD, BA 
Hanlontown 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
JULIE M. BRECHT, BA 
Hartford 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
"STEPHANIE J. BRECHT, BA EDUCATION 
Center Point 
Elementary Education 
*LAURA ANN BRICH, BA EDUCATION 
Neola 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
**JENNIFER LYNN BROST, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
**JENNIFER LYN BROWN, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
**SARA ELLEN BRUNSCHEON, BA EDUCATION 
Alleman 
Elementary Education 
MARY ScHUCHT BUCY, BA 
Hudson 
Elementary Education 
*STACEY MICHELLE BUSCH, BA EDUCATION 
Traer 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
MARILYN KAY BUSTA, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Atkinson 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
# ETHAN TROY CAMPBELL, BA 
Manning 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
*HOLLY R. CAMPBELL, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Early Childhood Special Education 
**LARRY J. CARLSON, BA EDUCATION 
Lake Mills 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
VALERIE MARIE CARLSON, BA 
Ogden 
Leisure Services: Programming 
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BRENDA LEE CHAMBERLAIN, BA EDUCATION 
Emmetsburg 
Elementary Education 
#***GEORGINA S. CHENOWETH, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City , 
Elementary Education 
*GERALD MICHAEL CHRISTIANSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Charlotte 
Elementary Education 
BELINDA GAIL CHRISTNER, BA EDUCATION 
Mount Ayr 
Elementary Education 
• #STEVEN PAUL CHYMA, BA 
Toledo l 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
#*JENNIFER KAY CIBULA, BA 
Vining 
Leisure Services: Programming 
MELANIE ANDREA CLARK, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
#*TARA ANN CLEMEN, BA 
Dubuque 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
"BRENNAN CLEVELAND, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
#PATRICIA L. CLUTS, BA EDUCATION 
Lincoln 
Early Childhood Education 
CANDACE S. COLLINS, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
ELIZABETH O'NEIL CONLEY, BA 
Nora Springs 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
BRANWYN LEIGH CONRAD, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
**JAMIE SUSAN COOK, BA EDUCATION 
Coon Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*KIMBERLY L. COOPER, BA EDUCATION 
Council Bluffs 
Elementary Education and Special Education -
Mental Disabilities: Moderate/Severe/Profound 
KRIS CORBIN, BA 
Ida Grove 
Health Promotion: Women's Health and Health 
Promotion: General 




"*PATRICIA MARIE Cox, BA EDUCATION 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
#*KAMIE SUE CRAWFORD, BA 
Dysart 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
SHAWN M . CREVELING, BA EDUCATION 
Altoona 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
*CORISSA LOUISE CULLEN, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*HOLLIE BETH CUSHMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Mount Pleasant 
Elementary Education 
*JENNIFER CZUBA, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
#NICOLE M. DAILEY, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
CARRIE A. DECOOK, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education 
A KRISTY LYNN DEJONG, BA EDUCATION 
Pella 
Early Childhood Special Education 
#*MICHELLE LYNNE DELANEY, BA 
Ottumwa 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: Women's Health 
BRANDON J. DENHARTOG, BA 
Centerville 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**ERIC WILLIAM DETEMMERMAN, BA 
Oelwein 
Health Promotion: General 
KELLY SUZANNE DETTBARN, BA EDUCATION 
Monticello 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
*DARIAN D . DEVRIES, BA EDUCATION 
Aplington 
Elementary Education 
"**DIXIE A. DIESING, BA EDUCATION 
Maquoketa 
Elementary Education 
DAVID J. DIRKX, BA EDUCATION 
Storm Lake 
Physical Education 
"**JAMIE. DORNBUSH, BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Elementary Education 
#*BRIAN DUNN, BA 
Osceola 
Health Promotion: General 
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#*REBECCA A. DYKE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
JILL M. DYKSTRA, BA EDUCATION 
Osage 
Elementary Education and Music 
JENNIFER LYNN EAGLE, BA 
Marshalltown 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
**JILL ANNE EENHUIS, BA EDUCATION 
Garner 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
"***KRYSTAL ROSE EIGSTI, BA EDUCATION 
West Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
# ANNE MARIE EIKLENBORG, BA 
New Hartford 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
RHONDA J. ERPELDING, BA EDUCATION 
Humboldt 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
KERRI D. FAUST, BA EDUCATION 
Greenfield 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
NANCY I. FINN, BA EDUCATION 
Creston 
Elementary Education 
***JESSICA J. FINNEGAN, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
"***MANDY TERESE FISCHER, BA EDUCATION 
Grand Mound 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Special Education 
#BRENNA Jo FLEISHMAN, BA 
Carlisle 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
ERIC M . FOLKERTS, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
VALERIE LYN JANE GAEDE, BA EDUCATION 
Sumner 
Elementary Education 
**ANGELA ROSE GANSEN, BA EDUCATION 
New Hampton 
Elementary Education 
"**SHARI GANTZ, BA EDUCATION 
Grinnell 
Elementary Education 
CHELSEA GAIL GAVLOCK, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education 
**STEPHANIE ANN GELHAUS, BA EDUCATION 
Hubbard 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
**WILLIAM C. GELHAUS, BA EDUCATION 
Steamboat Rock 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 




ROBERT J. GINGERY, BA EDUCATION 
Churdan 
Physical Education 
*CATHERINE ELIZABETH GLOE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
MISTY L. GOMEZ, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
ANGELA KRISTIN GORDON, BA EDUCATION 
Belmond 
Elementary Education 
***JOLENE KAY GORZNEY, BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Elementary Education 
"**NICHOLLE MARIE GRAFF, BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
***MELINDA JEAN GREENZWEIG, BA EDUCATION 
Nashua 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
JENNIFER RAE GREIM, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education 
CHRISTINA MARIE GREINER, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Elementary Education 
*KRISTINA LEE GRIMES, BA EDUCATION 
Earlham 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
LISA M. GROEN, BA EDUCATION 
Allison 
Elementary Education 
ENID LEE GUMMOW, BA EDUCATION 
O'Fallon, Missouri 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*MATTHEW JAMES HAAN, BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Physical Education 




**LYNN MARIE HAHN, BA EDUCATION 
Eldora 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
#*JAMEL LEA H ARMS, BA 
Wellsburg 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
*KATIE MARIE HARRINGTON, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
***MELENA KATHRYN HASKOVEC, BA EDUCATION 
Waukon 1 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood ~ 
Education 
*TERESA A. HASTINGS, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa Falls 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
JEFFREY PETER HAVEL, BA 
Osage 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
NICOL ELIZABETH HAYWOOD, BA 
Emmetsburg 
Health Promotion: Women's Health 
*TIFFANY LEE HEALY, BA EDUCATION 
West Dundee, Illinois 
Elementary Education and Spanish 
ALISSA HEFTY, BA EDUCATION 
Eldora 
Elementary Education and Special Education -
Mental Disabilities: Moderate/Severe/Profound 
CORY JOSEPH HEIMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Ayrshire 
Elementary Education 
"JENNIFER L. HEINEN, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
"AMY Jo HEINICK, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
*CARRIE M. HEINZERLING, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
#ALLISON M. HELAND, BA EDUCATION 
Burlington 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*HEATHER MARIE HENDRIX, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
AMY CAMARATA HERNANDEZ, BA 
Waterloo 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**CANDY L. HILL, BA EDUCATION 
LeMars 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
DENYCE HILL, BA 
Des Moines 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
LESLIE HOFMANN, BA EDUCATION 
Titonka 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
JOAN ELIZABETH HOLMES, BA EDUCATION 
LuVerne 
Physical Education 
MELANIE RANEE HONSBRUCH, BA 
Washta 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
#TROY ERIC HOUGE, BA EDUCATION 
Superior 
Physical Education 
***BRENDA LEE HURD, BA EDUCATION 
Westgate 
Elementary Education 
"*NICOLE C. IPSAN, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
**MARK ALLEN JAMTGAARD, BA EDUCATION 
Clear Lake 
Elementary Education 
TRENDY JENKINS, BA 
Shell Rock 
Health Promotion: Women 's Health 
*DAVID CHRISTIAN JENSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Northwood 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
#ScoTT A. JESS, BA EDUCATION 
Bellevue 
Physical Education 
SUSAN BETH JOHANNINGMEIER, BA 
Independence 
Therapeutic Recreation 
*BRADI JOHNSON, BA EDUCATION 
Parkersburg 
Elementary Education 
*CLARA J. JOHNSON, BA 
Sloan 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
"**COLETTE JOHNSON, BA EDUCATION 
Spencer 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
"JESSICA LYNN JOHNSON, BA EDUCATION 
Madisonville, Kentucky 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
*TRACI LYNNE JOHNSON, BA EDUCATION 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 




#ERIN ANNE JUERGENS, BA 
Maquoketa 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
TRACEY LYNN JUERGENS, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
"***DANIEL LEE KAMPHOFF, BA EDUCATION 
Sheldon 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
"MARCI J . KAUZLARICH, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Elementary Education 
*CHRISTINE MARIE KAYSER, BA 
Fairbank 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
MICHAEL FRANCIS KERTON, BA EDUCATION 
Manchester 
Elementary Education 
*MALINDA DIANE KESTELOOT, BA EDUCATION 
Arlington Heights, Illinois 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
KELLY ANNE KIERSKI, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education 
Jorn MARIE KILBURG, BA EDUCATION 
Andrew 
Early Childhood Special Education 
#*SANGMIN KIM, BA 
Chuncheon, South Korea 
Health Promotion: General 
HILLARY JEAN KIRKPATRICK, BA EDUCATION 
Urbandale 
Elementary Education 
KRISTY ANNE KLAVEMANN, BA EDUCATION 
Lowden 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
MICHELLE MARIE KNOTEK, BA EDUCATION 
Council Bluffs 
Special Education - Mental Disabilities: 
Moderate/Severe/Profound 
STEPHEN A. KOEPKE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
COURTNEY A. KOPP, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Leisure Services: Programming 
#TRENT DEAN LAMBERTSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Rockwell 
Elementary Education 
"*LISA RENAE LAUE-SCHMIDT, BA EDUCATION 
Keokuk 
Elementary Education 
#MATTHEW J. LAURICH, BA 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina 
Leisure Services: Programming 
PAULA LAVENDER, BA EDUCATION 
Long Grove 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
#TIFFANY Jo LAWLER, BA 
Eldora 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**MICHELE JEAN LEE, BA EDUCATION 
Arcadia 
Elementary Education 
**TROY DOUGLAS LENTELL, BA EDUCATION 
Bedford 
Elementary Education 
*MELISSA LINDBERG, BA EDUCATION 
Altoona 
Elementary Education 
AIMEE R. LITWILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Washington 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
MIKI TATUM LONCARICH, BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*KAMBER LEIGH LOUK, BA EDUCATION 
Manchester 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**ELLEN MARIE Loux, BA EDUCATION 
Clarion 
Elementary Education 
KIRK A. LUENSE, BA 
St. Ansgar 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**SHARRI K. LYNESS, BA EDUCATION 
Ryan 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
*PAMELA SUZANNE MALONEY, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 




**BROOKE RENEE MATTSON, BA EDUCATION 
Newhall 
Elementary Education 
ERINN. MAY, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education 
**DAWNELLE RENEE McCLURE, BA EDUCATION 
Mount Pleasant 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 




TARA McGRATH, BA EDUCATION 
New Hartford 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*HEATHER MARIEMEHMEN, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Elementary Education 
BENJAMIN S. MEIER, BA EDUCATION 
Oran 
Elementary Education 
CHARLES WILLIAM MEYER, BA EDUCATION 
Garner 
Elementary Education 
KRISTIN S. MEYER, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
TIM MILKS, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Physical Education 
"BRANDI Jo MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Spencer 
Elementary Education 
LORA A. MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Manchester 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
CHAD ERIC MINOR, BA EDUCATION 
West Liberty 
Elementary Education 
**KRISTA ANNE MOENK, BA EDUCATION 
Troy Mills 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*HEATHER LYN MOORE, BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Health Education 
*LINCOLN BLAKE MORGAN, BA EDUCATION 
Thor 
Elementary Education 
TIM TYRONE MOSES, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
"*HEIDI Jo MUNZ, BA EDUCATION 
Milledgeville, Illinois 
Elementary Education 
ScoTT JAMES MUSSON, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Leisure Services: Programming 
RACHEL MARIE NOLL, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
***JULIE A. NORDSTROM, BA EDUCATION 
LeClaire 
Elementary Education 
"*AMY NICOLE NOVAK, BA EDUCATION 
Monticello 




BRENDA M. O'MEARA, BA EDUCATION 
Storm Lake 
Elementary Education 
**NICOLE KARON OSTERMAN, BA 
Eugene, Oregon 
Leisure Services: Programming 
STACEY L. OSTREM, BA EDUCATION 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 
Elementary Education 
GREGORY TED OVERLIE, BA EDUCATION 
Forest City 
Elementary Education 
**KARLA MARIE PAHL, BA EDUCATION 
Saint Ansgar 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**LEWIS E. PAINE, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
"TIFFANY SUZANNE PASKER, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Early Childhood Education and Elementary 
Education 
**MARK R. PELTZ, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
#** ANGELA D. PETER, BA 
Sheffield 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
TRISHA J. PETERSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Elementary Education 
#**DIANNA LYNN PETERSON, BA 
Mount Vernon 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
"*ELIZABETH K. PETRI, BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
PAMELA J. PLATT, BA EDUCATION 
Hudson 
Elementary Education 
RUSSELL EDWARD PORTER, BA EDUCATION 
Belmond 
Elementary Education 
#JANET ANN POTTER, BA 
Carroll 
Leisure Services: Programming 
DANIEL REAMS, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Physical Education 
*TAMMY L. ScHELLING RENSCH, BA EDUCATION 
Inwood 
Elementary Education 
#*SCOTT ANDREW RESCHLY, BA 
Davenport 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
#JOANNE KAY RICKERT, BA 
Traer 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
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ANDREA RIDER-GINGRICH, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education and Spanish 
ANDREA RENAE RIEDEMANN, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Elementary Education 
# LISA LYNN RIHA, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
TRISIA MARIE RITT, BA EDUCATION 
Sherrill 
Elementary Education 
*SANDRA R. ROLING, BA EDUCATION 
Cascade 
Elementary Education 
"TERRI LYNN ROLING, BA EDUCATION 
Dyersville 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
PATRICK Ross, BA 
Greene 
Health Promotion: Gerontology 
#YURI ROVAN, BA EDUCATION 
Brezice, Slovenia 
Physical Education 
"**AMY Jo RYBA, BA EDUCATION 
Council Bluffs 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
CLAUDIA SALAZAR, BA EDUCATION 
Brwyn, Illinois 
Physical Education 
***JENNIFER LYNN SANDERSON, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 




BARRY JAMES SCHMIDT, BA EDUCATION 
Readlyn 
Physical Education 
**LEAH CHRISTINE SCHNELL, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Early Childhood Special Education 
CORY E. SCHOWENGERDT, BA EDUCATION 
Emmetsburg 
Physical Education 
#***JESSICA LYNN SCHWADE, BA 
Mason City 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: Women's Health 
***PATRICIA L. SEEMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Woodward 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
#LORENE H. SETARO, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
ETHAN GREG SICKELS, BA EDUCATION 
Kellerton 
Elementary Education and Middle School/Junior 
High School Education 
#BROCK RICHARD SIEMONS, BA EDUCATION 
Greene 
Elementary Education 
AMY LYNN SIEPMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
*EMILY M. SISLER, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education and Spanish 
CORY RYAN SIVWRIGHT, BA 
Plymouth 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**ALLISON NOEL SMITH, BA EDUCATION 
Homewood, Illinois 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*LORI JEAN SMITH, BA EDUCATION 
Panama 
Elementary Education and Special Education -
Mental Disabilities: Moderate/Severe/Profound 
#BRANDT DENMAN SNAKENBERG, BA EDUCATION 
Oskaloosa 
Elementary Education 
#*JENNIFER CHRISTINE SPOONER, BA 
Tama 
Leisure Services: Programming 




JAMIE M. STANEK, BA EDUCATION 
Malcom 
Elementary Education 
"KENDRA ALISON STANNARD, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
***BRENDA SUE STEEN, BA EDUCATION 
Garner 
Elementary Education 
"KATIE ALINA STILLINGER, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Elementary Education 
*JUSTIN LEE STOCKDALE, BA EDUCATION 
Aplington 
Elementary Education 
**KRISTEN ELIZABETH TABOR, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 
"STACY J . TAYLOR, BA EDUCATION 
Hanlontown 
Elementary Education and Middle Schoo/Junior 
High School Education 
TRENT JAMES THOMPSON, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education and Spanish 
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SUZANNE L. TOPNESS, BA EDUCATION 
Clear Lake 
Elementary Education 
HEATHER RENEE 'fREGO, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
KRISTEN NICOLE TROSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Elementary Education 
BRENDA MARIE TURNER, BA 
Ames 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
RYAN D. TURNER, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Elementary Education 
#MATTHEW M. URBANOS, BA 
Spirit Lake 
Leisure Services: Programming 
CHAD JOHN UTLEY, BA 
New Hampton 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
**ALYSON REBECCA VANSLYKE, BA EDUCATION 
Ventura 
Elementary Education 
#NICHOLE MARIE VERDOORN, BA 
Orange City 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**KRIS DIANE Voss, BA EDUCATION 
Durant 
Elementary Education 
**CHAD MICHAEL WAGNER, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
LISA MARIE WAGNER, BA EDUCATION 
Stacyville 
Elementary Education 
"**JOANNA LIN WAKELAND, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
ELISSA Jo WARRINGTON, BA EDUCATION 
Saint Ansgar 
Early Childhood Special Education 
*JENNIFER ANN WASHBURN, BA EDUCATION 
Clear Lake 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
*SARAH ELIZABETH WEBER, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Leisure Services: Therapeutic Recreation 
TRAVIS WAYNE WELCH, BA 
Winterset 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
SHANNON MARIE WENTZEL, BA 
Emmetsburg 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
• 
l . 
JENNIFER ANN WHITE, BA 
Jesup 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
JEFFREY MICHAEL WHITT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Leisure Services: Programming 
**JAMIE RAE WILL, BA 
Algona 
Health Promotion: Women's Health and Health 
Promotion: General and 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
*JOLIN K. WILLIAMS, BA EDUCATION 
Galena, Illinois 
Elementary Education 
"'*MARY JENNIFER WILLIAMS, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Physical Education 
*JODI LYNN WILLWERTH, BA EDUCATION 
Sabula 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
**KAREN ANN WILSON, BA 
West Des Moines 
Health Promotion: Wellness and Health 
Promotion: General 
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KELLY RENEE WILSON, BA 
Storm Lake 
Health Promotion: General 
TINA M. WILSON, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
"'***MELISSA M. WITTNEBEL, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
Elementary Education and Early Childhood 
Education 
/\KAREN WRIGHT, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education 
HALLIE MICHELLE WYATT, BA EDUCATION 
Manson 
Elementary Education 
**STEPHANIE M . WYBORNEY, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Elementary Education 




Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1998 degree candidate 
/\Fall 1998 degree candidate 
+Fall 1997 graduate 
# ABDULAZIZ A. ABANOMEY 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
BED, 1993, King Saud University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
#SARINA ELYSE ABEL 
Mankato, Minnesota 
BSci, 1995, Mankato State University 
MA; Psychology 
# MOHAMED YEHIA ZAKARIA ABOUL EISH 
Cairo, Egypt 
BSci, 1994, American University in Cairo 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Oxidation of Azide by Soybean 
Peroxidase 
JULIE A. ALDEN 
Waukon 
BA, 1992, Luther College 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
#ANWER FATHIMA ALI 
Cedar Rapids 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
DEAN B. ANDERSON 
Oelwein 
BA, 1985, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: A Descriptive Study of the 
Motivational Factors of High School 
Wrestlers Using Smokeless Tobacco 
HEATHER JEAN ANDERSON 
Newton 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Major in Two Languages 
# KRISTI KAY ANHALT 
Mason City 
BA, 1987, Wartburg College 
MA; Library Science 
HITOKOARAI 
Matsumoto, Japan 
BA, 1996, Westmar University 
MA; Communication Studies 
BARRY R. ARDOLF 
Kilkenny, Minnesota 
BSci, 1995, Mankato State University 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Prospective Memory and Age 
Related Impairment 
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FLOYD EARL ATHAY 
LeMars 
BA, 1981, Buena Vista University 
MAE; Elementary Principal 




BSci, 1995, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Bioremediation of Soil Contaminated 
with Explosives 
MARK JOHN BAAS 
West Bend 
BA, 1996, Buena Vista University 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Talk Radio: What Role Do Technical 
Characteristics Play in the Programming of 
the Format? 
#KEELY J. BEAM 
Waterloo 
BA, 1995, University of West Florida 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
ROBERT LOWELL BEANE 
Waverly 
BA, 1978, Wartburg College 
MBA; Business Administration 
PATRICIA GREEN BECK 
Buckingham 
BSci, 1980, Iowa State University 
MBA; Business Administration 
# BRIAN E. BENNETT 
Morrison, Illinois 
BSci, 1973, University of Wisconsin-Stout 
MA; Technology 
DANIEL M. BENSON 
Winterset 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Educational Technology 
#JANE ELLEN BENTLEY-GADOW 
Cedar Falls 
BAE, 1987, Wartburg College 
MAE; Reading Education 
DONALD LEE BISHOP 
Fayette 
BSci, 1992, Upper Iowa University 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: Assessment of the Consistency of the 
Professional Preparation of Non-accredited 
Athletic Training Educational Programs 
# IRINA YURIEVNA BLINOV A 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Toxicity of the Degradation Products 
of Explosives to Mammalian Cells Before 
and After Bioremediation 
TROY DONOVAN BOND 
Hudson 
BA, 1985, Trinity University 
MA; English 
KEITH RONALD BONNSTETIER 
Elgin 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Spanish 
#HEIDI JANE Boom 
Lake Oswego, Oregon 
BA, 1996, University of Oregon 
MAE; Elementary Education 
ROBERT RAYMOND BORYCA III 
Romeoville, Illinois 
BSci, 1995, Eastern Illinois University 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Work to Rest Ratio's Effect on 
the Benefits of Creatine Supplementation 
During High-Intensity Exercise 
EDWINA JULETIE BOSTON 
Fruitland Park, Florida 
BA, 1995, Florida A & M University 
MA; Communications and Training Technology 
CYNTHIA A BOYD 
Waterloo 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: Use of RAPDS to Develop Specific 
Primers for the Identification of Mycorrhizal 
Fungi 
CHRISTOPHER JAMES BOYS 
Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota 
BA, 1995, Saint John's University 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Frontal Lobe Dysfunction in Non-
Clinical Compulsive Checkers 
JANEL Jo BRAKKE 
Ames 
BSci, 1995, Iowa State University 
MA; Health Education 
Thesis: Demonstrating the Need for Health 
Educators on Short-Term Medical Missions: 
An Analysis of Intestinal Parasite Infections 
in a Haitian Clinic Population 
#CONNA S. BRAL 
Marengo 
BSci, 1994, Mount Mercy College 
MA; Psychology 
#CATHERINE LYNN BROSHEARS 
Oxford, Ohio 
BA, 1995, Indiana University 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Affects of Hip Angle on 
Maximal Lactate Steady State During 
Cycling 
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JACQUELINE M . BRUCHER 
Hiawatha 
BA, 1992, Simpson College 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Playing the Game: Female Graduate 
Students' Communication Experiences 
SARAH JOAN BRUMMER 
Denison 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Health Education 
Thesis: Relationship Between Television 
Viewing and Physical Activity Levels 
Among College Students 
CHERYL LYNN BUCHHOLZ 
Tripoli 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Sociology 
ORVILLE L. BUL TSMA 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1992, South Dakota School of Mines 
MBA; Business Administration 
#DALE LEE BURGESS 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1988, University of Wisconsin-Platteville 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Thesis: Clinical Applications for Desktop 
Video Conferencing 
ABRAHAM BUSTAMANTE CAMACHO 
Jesup 
BA, 1975, Loras College 
MIA, 1981, School for International Training 
MA; Communications and Training Technology 
STEWART PATRICK CARTER 
Davenport 
BSci, 1991, Southern University & 
A &MCollege 
MBA; Business Administration 
MICHAEL DEAN CA VIN 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
ESTRELLA D. CEDENO 
Guayaquil, Equador 
BA, 1990, Universidad Catolica de Santiago 
de Guayaquil 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: President Clinton's Rhetoric of Time 
# ANNE S. CHRISTENSEN 
Waterloo 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
LESLIE ANN CHRISTENSEN 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1994, Texas Christian University 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Sao-KYUNG CHUN 
Seoul, South Korea 
BFA, 1983, Yeungnam University 
MA;Art 
Thesis: Typographic Communication 
ANTHONY KENNETH CLARK 
Washington, D.C. 
BSci, 1996, Florida & A & M University 
MA; Educational Technology 
#WAYNE BRIAN CLARK 
Seward, Alaska 
BA, 1980, Saint Martin's College 
MA; Spanish 
MICHELLE DENISE COLEMAN 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
BA, 1980, University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
BOBBIE JEAN COONS-BOETTCHER 
Decorah 
BA, 1994, University of Wisconsin-Platteville 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
JEFFREY D. COOPER 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Employee Expectations and Job 
Stress: A Study of Attrition in the 
Employment of Telemarketers 
#JANICE M. CORMIER-HAY 
Ticonderoga, New York 
BSci, 1986, Southern Connecticut State 
University 
MA;French 
# ANNE THERESA COSGROVE 
Denver, Colorado 
BA, 1974, 
University of Calfornia-Santa Barbara 
MA; Spanish 
ISABELLE DOYLE COWDEN 
Cedar Rapids 
BSci, 1986, 
University of Wisconsin Platteville 
BA, 1991, Coe College 
MA; Educational Technology 
SA YLAR TOMAS CRAIG 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics 
SUSAN CLARA CROATT 
New Hampton 
BA, 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
JANEL ELIZABETH CROW 
Ames 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Thesis: Piezoelectric Biomechanics 
Assessment of Swallowing Aci:oss Age 
Groups 
#LAURETTA MAE CUFR 
Waterloo 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Counseling 
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KAREN ELIZABETH CUNNINGHAM 
Waterloo 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Women's Studies 
Thesis: Attitudes Toward Aging Lesbians: 
An Exploratory Study 
ELLEN REID CUTTING 
Decorah 
BA, 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
CINDY L. DAVIS 
Guttenberg 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
JULIANNE JOY CARLSON DA VIS 
Lindsborg, Kansas 
BA, 1995, Bethany College 
MM; Music Performance 
Graduate Recital: Voice 
#KATHY ANN DAVIS 
Omaha, Nebraska 
BA, 1981, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE, Special Education 
WENDE GAE DAWSON 
Waterloo 
BA, 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Health Education 
# JULIA A. OERTEL DEETS 
Mason City 
BSci, 1996, 
Northwest Missouri State University 
MA; Communication Studies 
JANE FRANCES NOONAN DEMMER 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1976, Loras College 
MBA; Business Administration 
LAURETTA A. DIENBERG 
Oak Park, Illinois 
BA, 1995, Saint Ambrose University 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
#VIJAYALATA PUSHPA D'MELLO 
Bombay, India 
BA, 1980, University of Bombay 
MA; Women's Studies 
Thesis: The (Gum)Shoe Doesn't Fit: Female 
Detectives Tell a Different Story 
PAULA REED DORRIS 
Waterloo 
BGS, 1984, University of Iowa 
MA; Counseling 
NANCY IRENE DOUGLAS 
Urbandale 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
# RHONDA L. DRILLING 
Waucoma 
BSci, 1990, Iowa State University 
MA; Health Education 
Thesis: The Relationship Between the 
Frequency and Duration of Participation in 
Extracurricular Activities and Teenage 
Pregnancy 
ROBERT ANTHONY DRISCOL 
La Porte City 
BSci, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; School Counseling 
TODD }A y DUNLOP 
Orange City 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
# LORRAINE AMELIA DUTTON 
Omaha, Nebraska 
BA, 1992, Creighton University 




BSci, 1996, Emerson College 
MA; Communication Studies 
SIRILUK EIAMTONGCHAI 
Bangkok,Thailand 
BA, 1994, Thammasat University 
MA; Communication Studies 
MICHELLE R. ELAM-ELLISON 
Cedar Rapids 
BSE, 1976, Truman State University 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
Ross MICHAEL ELS 
Hastings, Nebraska 
BSci, 1988, University of Nebraska-Omaha 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Predictive Effectiveness of 
Offensive Tendencies on Future Play 
Selection in College Football 
}ESPER ENGEDAL 
Silkeborg, Denmark 
MBA; Business Administration 
TINA RENEA ENGSTROM 
Waterloo 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Sociology 
Thesis: Gangs, Drugs and Delinquency 
JENNIFER LYNN FAHRMANN 
Alexander 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Communication Studies 
PATRICIA G. FITZGERALD 
Waterloo 
BA, 1985, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Health Education 
Thesis: Incidence of Domestic Violence 
Among Women Receiving Treatment for 
Alcoholism or Drug Addiction 
#CHRISTINE MICHELE FOLKERTS 
Waverly 
BA, 1994, Wartburg College 
MAE, Special Education 
#JEANNE MARIE FOSTER 
Jesup 
BA, 1987, University of Northren Iowa 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: The Effect of Stride Angle on Ball 
Velocity and Stride Length in Softball 
Pitching 
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MONICA LYNN FRANZEN 
Nashua 
BA, 1992, Luther College 
MA; Theatre 
#ROGER E. FREDERICK 
Waterloo 
BT, 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
CANDIS K. FRIEDEN 
Elgin 
BA, 1986, Luther College 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
PING GAO 
Dalian, Liao Ning, 
Peoples Republic of China 
BA, 1988, Shanghai International Studies 
University 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
MA; Educational Technology 
#GAIL L. GARWOOD 
Iowa City 
BA, 1992, University of Iowa 
MA; Counseling 
JANE LIGHT GEHRKE 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1971, Iowa State University 
MA; Leisure Services: Program Management 
LAURIE ANN GERSTENKORN 
Waverly 
BA, 1996, Wartburg College 
MBA; Business Administration 
KATHLEEN MARIE GILBERT 
Beaumont, Texas 




LLB, 1994, Meiji University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
MARY E. GRAVITT 
Iowa City 
BA, 1988, Temple University 
MA, 1995, University of Iowa 
MA; English 
Thesis: The Embedded Essay in the Fiction 
of James Baldwin 
JEFFRY ROBERT GRIFFIN 
Perry 
BMus, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MM; Music Education 
LINDA SCHNECKLOTH GRIMM 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Communication and Theatre Arts 
JANICE BOWEN GUTHRIE 
Waterloo 
BSN, 1963, University of Iowa 
MA; Communication Studies 
MICHELLE RENE HABERMAN 
Hampton 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
STEPHEN JOHN HABERMAN 
Hampton 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
#TODD RONALD HAHLEN 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1989, University of Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
EMILY ANN HAISMAN 
Terril 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Audiology 
Thesis: Correlation Between Ultra-High 
Frequency Hearing and Speech and 
Language Delay 
DEREK ANTHONY HALL 
Coralville 
BA, 1991, Iowa Wesleyan College 
MA; Communication and Theatre Arts 
PAULA D EE HALLOUM 
Iowa City 
BSci, 1988, Iowa State University 
MA; Communication Studies 
"CURTIS J. H ANSON 
Aldrich, Minnesota 
BA, 1995, Concordia College 
MA;History 
Thesis: Scholarship and Sentamentality: 
Parliamentary Motives for British Abolition 
of the Slave Trade 
MICHELLE RENEE HARTWIG 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1991, Iowa State University 
MA; Health Education 
Thesis: Cancer Prevention Behavior in 
College-Age Individuals 
DARYL LYNN HAWKINS 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
BSci, 1993, 
Southern University in New Orleans 
MA; Counseling 
MARY E . KLAHS HEBER 
Waterloo 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
HOLLY ANN HELM 
Waterloo 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: Profile of Gambling Behaviors 
Among Adolescents 
JODY L YNNE HEMANN 
Waterloo 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
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DAWN R. HENDERSHOT 
La Porte City 
BA, 1991, U~rsity of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
ALLAN HESTBECH 
Norresundby, Denmark 
MBA; Business Administration 
MARGERY JEAN HIBBARD 
Waverly 
BSci, 1963, Iowa State University 
MA;Art 
Thesis: The Intimate Landscape 
LORA LEA HICKMAN 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
JOHN D. HIGDON 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA;History 
Thesis: Is This Heaven? No It's Icaria 
KATHERINE MARIE HINZ 
Mankato, Minnesota 
BSci, 1995, University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse 
MA; Communication Studies 
W. A NDREW HLUBEK 
DeWitt 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
ELLEN MARY HOEFER 
Worthington 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; School Counseling 
CHERYL A NN HOERNER 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1982, Eastern Washington University 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: Identification of Factors That 
Influence Physician Generated Referrals To 
Hospice Programs 
#SUZANNE D. HOLMES 
Iowa City 
BA, 1997, University of Iowa 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
CORNELIA HORNBURG 
Farmsen, Germany 




Thesis: Short Story Collection "Loves Will Be 
Done" 
M ARKUS HORNBURG 
Farmsen, Germany 
MA; English 
Thesis: The Identity Quest in Margaret 
Laurence's "The Diviners" 
PAUL ALLEN HUBER 
Elmore, Minnesota 
BA, 1995, Luther College 
MM; Music Performance 
Graduate Recital: Voice 
JAMES J. HUERTER 
Anamosa 
BA, 1974; MA, 1984; University of Iowa 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
LORI ANN HUTCHINSON 
Garner 





Kansai University of Foreign Studies 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
XIAOOONG JIANG 
Xue Feng, Mingxi, 
Peoples Republic of China 
BA, 1992, Fujian Normal University 
MBA; Business Administration 
# ANDREA RENEE JOCHUM 
Dubuque 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
AMY ELIZABETH JOHNSON 
Fort Dodge 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
FREDRICK ALBERT JOHNSON 
Janesville 
BA, 1978, Buena Vista University 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
#NANCY A. JOHNSON 
Waterloo 
BA, 1991, Buena Vista University 
MAE; Reading Education 
#NANCY ROWAN JONES 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
BA, 1980; MAE, 1988; American Unversity 
MA; Spanish 
SABRINA THERESA JONES 
Metairie, Louisiana 
BSci, 1995, 
Southern University in New Orleans 
MPP; Public Policy 
#SANDRA ELEANOR JONES 
Belize City, Belize 
BSci, 1996, Viterbo College 
MPP; Public Policy 
#VALERIE ANN JONES 
Independence 
BA, 1994, College of Saint Benedict 
MA; Women's Studies 
Thesis: Serving Grief: Catholic Women and 
the Funeral Dinner 
BENEDICTE JOUBERT 
Villers-Les-Nancy, France 
MBA; Business Administration 
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JENNIFER LYNN KAISER 
Cedar Rapids 
BSci, 1996, University of Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
# LINDA SUSAN KEEGAN 
Marion 
BA, 1983, Clarke College 
BSci, 1995, Mount Mercy College 
MA; Educational Technology 
KIM MARIE NADERMANN KERIAN 
Cresco 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Reading & Language Arts 
LISA L. KIDD 
Cedarburg, Wisconsin 
BFA, 1993, Cardinal Stritch University 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
KERI LYNN HAYEK KINNEY 
Reinbeck 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
EDWARD MYRON KNUPP 
Rice Lake, Wisconsin 
BSci, 1985, Iowa State University 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: Performance Characteristics of 
Successful NCAA Division I Men's 
Basketball Teams for the 1997-98 Season 
OLGA V. KOLOTINA 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
PAUL F. KOTRODIMOS 
Bettendorf 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; English 
PAMELA GALE KRAFT 
Springville 
BSE, 1971, University of Missouri-Columbia 
MA;Art 
Thesis: Ceramics: Evolution & Revolution 
LISA RENEE KRAPFL 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Science Education 
Thesis: A Follow-Up Study on UNI 
Elementary Science Minor Graduates 
CHERYL A. KREMER 
Arlington 
BA, 1990, University of Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
KATHRYN A. LAMBERT 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MPP; Public Policy 
# LESLI ANNE LANNING 
Westside 
BA, 1995, Canisius College 
MA; Women's Studies 
Thesis: The Use of Personal Testimony in the 
Men's Rights Movement 
NANCY STRUNK LARSEN 
Gladbrook 
BA, 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Reading Education 
JUSTIN MATTHEW LARSON 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1993, University of South Dakota 
MAE; Educational Psychology 
C. MICHELE LASH 
Vinton 
BA, 1988, Clarke College 
MA; Spanish 
DEWEILEE 
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BA, 1993, Soochow University 
MA; Political Science 
FONGCHING LEE 
Hsinchu, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BA, 1994, National Tsing-Hua University 
MA; Educational Technology 
TAMMY LYNN LEE 
Charles City 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: Latent Components of a Campus 
Based Volunteer Matching Service at 
Selected Universities 
SARA MARIE LENSING 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1996, Loras College 
MA; Communication Studies 
# ANN MARIE M. LENTZ 
Iowa Falls 
BSci, 1994, Upper Iowa University 
MAE; School Counseling 
MICHELLE L. LENTZKOW 
Waterloo 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
SANDRA KA y LICHTY 
Waterloo 
BA, 1979, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
BRANDI LEANNE LICKO 
Mediapolis 
BA, 1995, Iowa Wesleyan College 
MA; Communication Studies 
Thesis: Gender Issues Within the 
Mathematics Course 
#KA YANN LEONE LILJA 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1985, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; School Counseling 
DAVID ALLEN LIPINSKI 
New Hartford 
BA, 1988, Iowa Wesleyan College 
MA; Counseling 
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DAVID CRAIG LISIK 
Winnipeg, Canada 
B_Sci, 1996, Utmrersity of Mary 
MM; Jazz Pedagogy 
Graduate Recital: Jazz Pedagogy 
BETH RENEE LITTERER 
Carroll 
BMus, 1989, Nebraska Wesleyan University 
MM; Music Education 
# FRED GLEN LOWERY 
Burwell, Nebraska 
BAE, 1989, University of Nebraska-Kearney 
MAE; Special Education 
CAROL LORRAINE LUVERT 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; English 
BRIAN SCOTT LYNCH 
Marshalltown 
BSci, 1989, Mankato State University 
MAE; Special Education 
DEBORAH ANN LYNCH 
Malden, Massachusetts 
BA, 1993, Saint Lawrence University 
MA; Spanish 
RODNEY EDGERTON LYONS 
New Haven, Connecticut 
BA, 1977, 
California State University-Sacramento 
MAE; Elementary Education 
MARGARET JOYCE MAJOR 
Seattle, Washington 
BA, 1993, University of Washington 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: An Investigation of the Effect that 
Participation in Special Olympics Has On 
An Individual's Self-Esteem 
RICHARD MALLOY 
Canton, Illinois 
BA, 1989, University of Saint Thomas 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
Thesis: Gang Members Perceptions of 
Higher Education: A Study of Chicago's 
Englewood Academy 
TRUDY JANE MARTIN 
Cedar Falls 
BFA, 1976, Florida State University 
MFA, 1983, University of North Carolina-
Greensboro 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Eating Disorders Symptomatology 
and Psychopathology: A Study With 
Modern Dancers 
VLADIMIR V. MASLIAKOV 
Balashiha, Russia 
MA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
#PATRICK ANTHONY MATHEWS 
Harvey, California 
BSci, 1996, 
Southern University in New Orleans 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Service 
Administration 
Thesis: Treatment and Placement for 
Prisoners with Mental Illness 
CHRISTINE L. MA TIHEW 
Marquette 
BA, 1987, Upper Iowa University 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
RACHEL REBECCA McCULLOUGH 
Osceola 
BA, 1996, :University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Technology 
+PAULA J. McDOUGALL 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1977, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Spanish 
LrNAE MARIA McNAMARA 
Central City 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Audiology 
MARA LYNN MEADE 
Lee's Summit, Missouri 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Communication and Theatre Arts 
Thesis: Case Study of Swingster Company's 
Performance Appraisal System 
JONATHAN M. MERCADEL 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
BSci, 1996, Xavier University of Louisiana 
MBA; Business Administration 
BRENT ALLEN MEYER 
Sumner 
BBA, 1996, University of Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
GEORGE W. MEYER III 
LaPlace, Louisiana 
BSci, 1992, 
Southern University in New Orleans 
MBA; Business Administration 
ROBIN K. TYCHSEN MIXDORF 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1981, Iowa State University 
MA; Communication and Theatre Arts 
THERESA ANN MOORE 
Waterloo 
BBA, 1989, University of Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
JUAN CARLOS MORAGA SILVA 
Nicoya, Costa Rica 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish 
JULIE ANN WILSON MORNINGSTAR 
Waukon 
BA, 1991, Luther College 




BA, 1995, Wartburg College 
MPP; Public Policy 
MOLLY ANN MUIR 
Dubuque 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
JULIE ANN MULFORD 
Iowa Falls 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Biology 
RUTH NGUMBI MWANGANGI 
Nairobi, Kenya 
MA; Communications and Training Technology 
#MA; Communication Studies 




BA, 1994, Dokkyo University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
CHRISTINE MARIE NASSIF 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1996, University of Iowa 
MAE; Special Education 
EVERETT GARY NEASMAN 
Miami, Florida 
BA, 1995, University of South Florida 
MA; English 
Thesis: African Diaspora: A Triangular 
Topography of Black Identity, Black 
Literature, and Colonial Neglect 
ROSE MARIE NEFZGER 
Waterloo 
BFA, 1996, Clarke College 
MA;Art 
Thesis: Changing The Whole 
#VALERIE FAYE NELSEN 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1996, Iowa State University 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
PATRICIA A. NOTEBOOM 
Waterloo 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; College/University Student Services 
#LYNN K. Nuzzo 
Wheeling, Illinois 
BA, 1996, Dominican University 
MA; Psychology 
ROBIN LYNN O'BRIEN 
Waverly 
BBA, 1991, University of Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
BRYAN KEITH OGLE 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1990, Bradley University 
MBA; Business Administration 
JENNIFER MARIE HURLEY O'HARA 
Waterloo 
BA, 1993, Saint Mary's University 
MSci; Biology 
Thesis: Breeding Bird Use of Intensively 
Managed Rotational Grazing Pastures, 




BA, 1995, Meiji Gakuin University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
DANIEL WALDEN ORR 
Waterloo 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA;Art 
Thesis: My Big Head: A Study of Self 
KATERINE OSATUKE 
Moscow, Russia 
MA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: Validation of Measures of Attention-
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in a 
Sample of College Students 
ATTA KOFI OSEI 
Kumasi, Ghana 
BEd, 1990, University of Cape Coast 
MA, 1997, University of Northern Iowa 
MPP; Public Policy 
#JOYLENE RENAE 0sMAN 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1989; BA, 1996; 
University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Thesis: A Concurrent Study of Swallowing 
Using Piezoelectric and Fiberoptic 
Endoscopic Techniques 
REBEKAH RUTH OTTENBREIT 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish 
MANHAR C. PA TEL 
Cedar Falls 
BE, 1972, Sardar Patel University 
ME, 1986, Iowa State University 
MBA; Business Administration 
FREDERICK DOUGLAS PAYNE 
Grambling, Louisiana 
BA, 1994, Grambling State University 
MA; Geography 
Thesis: A Geographical and Judicial Review 
of the Redistricting Process 
JANEE JENSEN PETERSEN 
Hudson 
BA, 1986, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
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STEVEN TROY PETERSEN 
Waterloo 
BA, 1991; MA, 1994; 
University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Educational Technology 
# BRIAN RUSSELL PHILLIPS 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
RICHARD D. PIERCE 
Waterloo 
BA, 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
ALEXANDRA VIKTOROVNA PLOTNIKOYA 
Moscow, Russia 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
MA;French 
CARRIN DAVID PRATHER 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
BA, 1992, 
Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania 
MA; Counseling 
SVETLANA PRODANOV A 
Sochi, Russia 
MBA; Business Administration 
YANA A. RAZOVA 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
# ADRIENNE ELISSA REED 
Waterloo 
BA, 1993, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Counseling 
DEBORAH S. REICKS 
Monona 
BSci, 1986, University of Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
#STEVEN RONALD REINDERS 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: 2.4-Dinitrotoluene as a model 
compound for degradation by 
Phanerochaete chrysosporium 
MABEL JOANN REMPE 
La Porte City 
BME, 1990, Central College 
MA;Music 
MARTIN PETER RENK 
Winona, Minnesota 
BSci, 1996, Iowa State University 
MA; Technology 
#HEATHER A. RENSHAW 
Concord, California 
BSci, 1976, Mankato State University 
MA, 1984, University of Northern Iowa 
MA;French 
LINETTE RENEE RILEY 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1987, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: Urban Nature Center Adult Visitor 
Survey 
# ANN ALEISE ROBERTSON 
Davenport 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Thesis: Aspects of Verb Usage by 
Specifically Language Impaired Children 
ED ROGERS 
Marion 
BSE, 1985, Crown College 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
MICHELLE MARIE ROLAND 
Marshalltown 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Program Management 
Thesis: An Investigation of Gender 
Differences In Motivation to Run a 
Marathon 
CARRIE L. ROQUET 
Farmington Hills, Michigan 
BA, 1993, Wartburg College 
MBA; Business Administration 
KAREN ANN RUSSELL 
Waunakee, Wisconsin 
BSci, 1991, Iowa State University 
MAE; Special Education 
Thesis: The Power of Language: Interactions 
& Expectations Toward Students Who Are 
Nonverbal 
SUZANNE ELIZABETH SAFFORD 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1988, University of the South 
MA; Women's Studies 
Thesis: Perverse Visibility and Convenient 
Invisibility: Women Professors in Academia 
MARIANNE SANDBERG 
Manchester 
BA, 1983, University of Iowa 
MA;French 
#LAURA ANN ScHEFFERT-JAMES 
Waterloo 
BA, 1993; MA, 1997; 
University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: Developing Self-Concept Profiles of 
Female Offenders in Iowa 
TODD M. ScHILDROTH 
Reinbeck 
BA, 1989, Wartburg College 
MBA; Business Administration 
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STEVEN JAMES SCHNEIDER 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Technology 
Thesis: Comparison of Polyphosphazene 
Binder Tensile Properties to a Phenolic 
Urethane No-Bake 
VALERIE JANE SCHNEKLOTH 
Eldridge 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Speech-Language Pathology 
Thesis: Elicitating Narratives in Language 
Disabled Children 
#CONNIE VINTON ScHOEPSKE 
Waterloo 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Science Education 
DENISE ALANE SCHULTZ 
Iowa Falls 
BSci, 1989, University of Dubuque 
MSci; Biology 
Thesis: Directed Motility Dynamic in 
Netzelia tuberculata 
#DARYL R. ScHUMACHER 
Denver 
BSci, 1973, 
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities 
MA; Science Education 
STEVEN R. SCHUTJER 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1992, University of Wisconsin-
Platteville 
MBA; Business Administration 
LORI J. SEAWEL 
Independence 
BA, 1981; MA, 1990; 
University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
RAMESH P. SHAH 
Waterloo 
BME, 1972, Saurashira University 
MSci, 1973, Pittsburg State University 
MBA; Business Administration 
KATERINE SERGEYEVNA SHCHEPETKOVA 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MM; Conducting 
Graduate Recital: Conducting 
# ALISON LOUISE SHERER 
Woodbine 
BA, 1992, Graceland College 
MAE; Early Childhood Education 
ANGELIA MARIE SH!NDELAR 
Greenfield 
BA, 1988, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics for the Middle Grades 4-8 
# MOTOMI SHIOZAKI 
Toyo-Shi, Japan 
BA, 1996, Ritsumeikan University 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
SUSAN K. SHIRLEY 
Waterloo 
BA, 1989, University of California-Riverside 
MBA; Business Administration 
KIMBERLY KAY SILVEY 
Englewood, Colorado 
BA, 1989, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
OKSANA VICTOR SKJDAN 
Donetsk, Ukraine 
MM; Music Performance 
Graduate Recital: Piano 
ALEXANDER M. SLEPTSOV 
Moscow, Russia 
MBA; Business Administration 
LESLIE E. SMITH 
Janesville 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
NICOLE R. SMITH 
Des Moines 
BA, 1994, Wartburg College 
MA; Psychology 
Thesis: The Effects of Race on European-
Americans' and African-Americans' 
Perceptions of a Perpetrator and Victim of 
Child Physical Abuse 
ROBERT L. SMITH JR. 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1992, John Brown University 
MBA; Business Administration 
STEVEN CHARLES SPICHER 
Mount Vernon 
BA, 1983, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Technology 
W ALLAPA T SRITONGSUK 
Chiangmai, Thailand 
BA, 1994, Thammasat University 
MA; Communication Studies 
#KIMBERLY RENEE STAEBELL 
Waterloo 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Reading Education 
GLEN JEAN STAFF 
Waverly 
BA, 1987, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
STACEY LORRAINNE STATON 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1994, Central College 
MAE; School Counseling 
WALTER CHARLES STEMBRIDGE 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
BA, 1995, 
Southern University in New Orleans 
MPP; Public Policy 
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KORi J . STOFFREGEN 
Greencastle, Indiana 
BA, 1989, Wartburg College 
MA; Physical Education 
Thesis: Training Variables of Male and 
Female Collegiate Cross Country Runners 
SAM! LYN STORY 
Sedona, Arizona 
BA, 1995, University of Arizona 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
KENNETH J. STOSS 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1977, Kansas State University 
MSci, 1983, Oklahoma State University 
MBA; Business Administration 
RANDALL WAYNE STRABALA 
Central City 
BA, 1983, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Secondary Principal 
#JUDITH MARIE STROTMAN 
Waverly 
BA, 1979, Wartburg College 
MA;French 
ANNAICK MARIE PASCALE STURGEON 
Saint-Malo, France 
BA, 1996, Central College 
MA;French 
SUDHA SUBRAMANYAM 
Tamil Nadu, India 
BE, 1992, University of Madras 
MBA; Business Administration 
#CHARLETTA DENISE SUDDUTH 
Waterloo 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: A Survey of the Developmental 
Assets of Eighth Grade Students in the 
Waterloo Community School District 
GEORGE RICHARD SUPPES 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1979, University of Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
MICHAEL W. SUTHER 
Waukon 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
KORY MICHAEL SW ART 
Belmond 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Mathematics 
THOMAS EARL SWARTZ 
Marshalltown 
BA, 1968, University of Iowa 
MA; Political Science 
SABRINA LYNETTE TAYLOR 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
BA, 1993, Dillard University 
MAE; Elementary Education 
MIRV A MARIA TERVO 
Oulu, Finland 
BA, 1987; MSE, 1990; 
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
RANDALL R. THOMAS 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1975, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
SHIRLEY ALBERTA THOMAS-HOLBACH 
Elkhart 
BAE, 1976, Wayne State College 
MAE; Special Education 
#PAUL HERBERT THORESEN 
Waterloo 
BA, 1986, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Psychology 
CRYSTAL L. THURN 
Monona 
BA, 1992, Luther College 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
MICHAEL JAMES TIDMAN 
Urbandale 
BA, 1988, University of South Dakota 
MA; English 
Thesis: Bottom Lands 
#CATHERINE ANN TIMMERMAN 
Fairbank 
BA, 1984, Upper Iowa University 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
AMY SUE TJERNAGEL 
Fairbank 
BA, 1992, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; English 
# ANTONIO TRUYOL 
Elizabeth, New Jersey 
MA; Spanish 
"'KRISTI K. VAN GORDER 
Reno, Nevada 
BA, 1995; BA, 1996; University of Oregon 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
JENNIFER MICHELLE V ARCHOLA 
Davenport 
BSci, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MSci; Environmental Science/Technology 
Thesis: The Effects of Agricultural 
Landscape Diversity on Carabidae Beetles 
NATALIA VALERYEVNA VASSILYEVA 
Saint Petersburg, Russia 
MM; Music Performance 
Graduate Recital: Voice 
PATRICIA SUE VINCENT 
Paullina 
BA, 1984, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Physical Education 
+MICHAEL WILLIAM VOGT 
Marshalltown 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA;History 
Thesis: Iowa and the War with Spain 
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MICHELLE RENEE VOGT 
Tripoli 
BA, 1994, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Leisure Services: Youth/Human Services 
Administration 
Thesis: Characteristics of Substance Abuse 
Counselors in the State of Iowa 
#MICHAELP. WAGNER 
Burlington 
BA, 1991, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Sociology 
Hsu-HUI WANG 
Chia-Yi, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BA, 1991, Presbyterian Bible College 
MM; Conducting 
Graduate Recital: Choral Conducting 
ELIZABETH LOVE WEBER 
Peoria, Illinois 
AB, 1977, 




BA, 1986, Wartburg College 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
MELINDA MARIE WESTENDORF 
Waverly 
BA, 1989, Wartburg College 
MA; Communications and Training Technology 
#SUSAN MARIE WETRICH 
Sumner 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE, Special Education 
DA YID ALAN WETZEL 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1978, Iowa State University 
MBA; Business Administration 
KA THERINE I. WHITE 
Hopkinton 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MBA; Business Administration 
MARK JAMES WHITE 
Cedar Falls 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish 
#MINDY SUE WIELAND 
Iowa City 
BSci, 1994, Iowa State University 
MAE; Special Education 
JENNIFER CAROL WILCOX 
Madrid 
BA, 1996, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Communications and Training Technology 
GLENN W. WILLIAMS 
Davenport 
BA, 1995, University of Northern Iowa 
MA;Art 
Thesis: Categorically Speaking 
RACHEL ELIZABETH WILLIAMS 
Mason City 
BSE, 1991, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
MAE; School Counseling 
JAN M. WINTER 
Omaha, Nebraska 
BA, 1987, University of Northern Iowa 
MA; Physical Education 
JAMEE S. WOLF 
Byron, Illinois 
MA; Library Science 
LARRY J. WOLFE 
Waukon 
BA, 1987, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
#SUE LYNNE WOLTZ 
Algona 
BSci, 1991, Morningside College 
MAE; Special Education 
P AJAREE WONGSAKUL 
Chiang Mai, Thailand 
BBA, 1994, Payap University 
MA; Communication Studies 
# BETH ANN WRIGHT 
Waterloo 
BSci, 1989, Mount Mercy College 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
JILL WURZER 
Fredericksburg 
BA, 1988, Wartburg College 
MAE; Elementary Reading and Language Arts 
ScoTTWYATT 
Cedar Rapids 
BA, 1988, Mount Mercy College 
MA; Counseling 
BECKY TONI YOUNGBEAR 
Tama 
BA, 1990, University of Northern Iowa 
MAE; Postsecondary Education: Student Affairs 
SHERRI SUE ZANOTTI 
Cedar Falls 
BSci, 1988, Upper Iowa University 
MA; Communications and Training Technology 
PAMELA Jo (KILEY) ZEIGLER 
Dysart 
BA, 1992, Upper Iowa University 
MAE; Elementary Principal 
TINGTING ZHANG 
Xi' an, Peoples Republic of China 
BA, 1993, Shaanxi Teachers University 
MA; Political Science 
LI HUA ZHENG 
Hebei, Peoples Republic of China 
MA, 1989, Hebei Teacher's University 
MA; Educational Technology 
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Specialist in Education 
TINA M. SCHROEDER 
Dubuque 
BA, 1994; MAE, 1996; 
University of Northern Iowa 
School Psychology 
Thesis: Preservice Teachers' Use of 
Curriculum-Based Measurement in an 
Informal Assessment Based Reading Clinic 
DARLA OLK STACK 
Denver 
BA, 1980; MAE, 1995; University of 
Northern Iowa 
School Psychology 
Thesis: Perceptions of the Problem Solving 
Model: Where's Waldo? 
Doctor of Education 
MARCHELL AUSTIN 
Omaha, Nebraska 
BSci, 1982, University of North Dakota 
MA, 1983, University of Northern Iowa 
Dissertation: Factors Affecting Perceived 





Dissertation Chair: Dr. Susann G. Doody, PhD 
COLLEEN VIRGINIA GOODENBOUR 
Waterloo 
BA, 1967; MAE, 1988; University of 
Northern Iowa 
Dissertation: Self-Assessment, Portfolios and 
the Context of the Classroom 
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Rick C. Traw, EdD 
Doctor of Industrial Technology 
VERLYN ROYAL BENSON 
Angwin, California 
BSci, 1976, Pacific Union College 
MA, 1987, 
California State Polytechnic University 
Dissertation: Oil Consumption 
Measurements of a Production Engine Using 
the Sulfur-Trace Method 
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Ervin A. Dennis, EdD 
JOHN R. RICE 
Dysart 
BSci, 1960, New Mexico State University 
BSci, 1992, Upper Iowa University 
MSci, 1964, University of Iowa 
Dissertation: An Evaluation of the A WS 
Entry Level Training Program 
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Scott C. Helzer, PhD 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
May 9, 1998 ......................................................................................................... 2:00 p.m. 
West Gymnasium 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Judy Harrington, M.A. 
Professor of Communicative Disorders 
Commencement Marshal 
PRELUDE CONCERT .................................................................. UNI Brass Ensemble 
Dr. Ronald W. Johnson, Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL .......................................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Candidates from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
The Heads of the Departments of the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Representatives of the Faculty 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Platform Guests 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ...................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS .................. Nancy A. Marlin, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS ................................................................................ Jessica Moon 
Candidate in Family Services 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
University Continuing Education 
and Special Programs ........................................... Glenn L. Hansen, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Students will be recognized alphabetically 
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College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences ....... .... ... ... .............. .... ... . Aaron M. Podolefsky, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts -Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
Social Science ........... .... ...... ..... .... ..... .... .. .... ..... ...... ....... .... Dean Podolefsky 
Design, Family and Consumer Sciences ............. Dr. Howard L. Barnes 
Geography .. .......... ........... ... ... .. ....... ..... .......... .. ..... .Dr. Philip W. Suckling 
History ... ... ... ........ ... .... ......... .. ..... ............... ... ..... ..... .. . Dr. John W. Johnson 
Political Science ........................................................... .Dr. Pita 0. Agbese 
Psychology ................ ....... .......................................... .Dr. Julia E. Wallace 
Social Work ............................................................. .Dr. Thomas W. Keefe 
Sociology, Anthropology and Criminology .... ...... ... .Dr. B. Keith Crew 
Students will be recognized alphabetically within department 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* .. ..... .................. .................. ...... ..... ... ... President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ................. ...... .... ........... ..... .......... ... ................ .... Beverly Riess 
President, Alumni Association Board of Directors 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT ... Anastasia Lee and Kristin Michael 
*READING OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES ...... .... ................... Clark Elmer, M.A. 
Director of Enrollment Management and Admissions 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ................... .. .... .. ............... .......... .. ........ UNI Brass Ensemble 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 





CONTINUING EDUCATION AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in 
Particular Areas 
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES Cindra Sue Schelling 
Sheldon 
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in 
Particular Areas 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
(Fall 1997 graduate) 
CRIMINOLOGY 
(Fall 1997 graduate) 
DESIGN, FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES 
EUROPEAN STUDIES 






(Fall 1997 graduate) 
SOCIOLOGY 
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Brian Andrew Cox 
Letts 
Sunny Ann Witham 
Cedar Falls 
Crystal Gail Petersen 
Denison 
Jodie Sue Heck 
Lehigh 
Coree Christine Smith 
West Des Moines 
Andrew Carl Abbott 
Boone 
Carolyn L. Clawson 
Ackley 
Maureen R. Miller 
Bettendorf 
Darcie Ann Stuedemann 
Clinton 
Laura Kathryn Bainbridge 
Coralville 
Continuing Education an9 Special Programs 
BRANDI M. ADAM, BA 
Richland 
General Studies 
JOSEPH NICANOR ALDIANO, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
RICHARD A. ANDRIANO, BA 
Bettendorf 
General Studies 
ROBERT ARMEY, BA 
West Liberty 
General Studies 
#JAMES BERNARD AULWES, BA 
Chariton 
General Studies 
+DOUGLAS JAY BAKER, BA 
Sioux Center 
General Studies 
ELIZABETH ANN BALOUN, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
*ERIN LEE BECKER, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
MICHAEL E. BERG, BA 
Algona 
General Studies 
ALISSA D. BEWYER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
SCOTT DAVID BILLS, BA 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
General Studies 
JOLENE KAE BOOK, BA 
Clutier 
General Studies 
LAURA MICHELLE BORGLUM, BA 
Nashua 
General Studies 
JASON EDWARD BRADLEY, BA 
Algona 
General Studies 
SANDRA BUCHHOLZ, BA 
Elkader 
General Studies 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1998 degree candidate 
A Fall 1998 degree candidate 
+Fall 1997 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
*Cum laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
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LESLEY ANN BUSE-FLYNN, BLS 
Dubuque 
Liberal Studies 
#DARCI LYNN CARLSON, BA 
LeGrand 
General Studies 
JEFFREY SCOTT CASE, BA 
Muscatine 
General Studies 
#TENDA! G. CHIZA-MUYENGWA, BA 
Hare, Zimbabwe 
General Studies 
CHRIS CLAPP, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
ALONZO JERMAINE CLAYTON, BA 
Fort Dodge 
General Studies 
SHEILA KA y CONGER, BA 
LeMars 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: Mechanisms 
Affecting the Recovery of Exercise 
#PENNY CORBITT, BA 
New Hampton 
General Studies 
# ANGELA NICOLE CREECH, BA 
Mount Pleasant 
General Studies 
ScoTT A. DEDRICK, BLS 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Liberal Studies 
#*JERGENE MITCHELL DELANEY, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies - Nurses 
#BENJAMIN CLAYTON DODDS, BA 
Bettendorf 
General Studies 
JOSHUA JON DUNHAM, BA 
LeGrand 
General Studies 
TIMOTHY MICHAEL DUTCHER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 






JILL CHRISTINE FARNHAM, BA 
Algona 
General Studies 
#CLARKE. Foss, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
# KEVIN LEE GIESE, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
KARL RONALD GRIMM, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
BRADLEY BURNELL GROE, BA 
Waukon 
General Studies 
PAMELA K. GROSS, BA 
Spirit Lake 
General Studies 
#*HELEN KAYE HALVERSON, BLS 
Urbandale 
Liberal Studies 
DARIN EUGENE HENDRIX, BA 
Robins 
General Studies 
BRIAN EDWARD HEYING, BA 
New Hampton 
General Studies 
AMYL. HILTABIDLE, BA 
Traer 
General Studies 
LINDA L. HOUSE, BA 
Hershey, Pennsylvania 
General Studies 
BRYAN JOSEPH HUEKELS, BA 
Dubuque 
General Studies 
TRACY HUK, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
GERRI EILEEN lERONIMO, BA 
Marion 
General Studies - Nurses 
#FAWN ISERMAN-WIEBKE, BA 
Allison 
General Studies 






AMY LYNN JUEL, BA 
Dike 
General Studies 
#** RAMONA R. KALKWARF, BA 
Fort Gibson, Oklahoma 
General Studies - Nurses 




#*RANAE ELAINE KEANE, BA 
Sioux City 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: Romeo and Juliet 
Dance Production 
and 
Undergraduate Thesis: Movement Studio 
Prospective 
CHRISTINA MARIE KEITH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
MEGAN E. KIRKE, BA 
Sumner 
General Studies 
JACOB LAGE, BA 
Fort Dodge 
General Studies 
#JASON RONALD LECHTENBERG, BA 
Postville 
General Studies 
KELL y LEIDALL, BA 
St. Ansgar 
General Studies 
JENNIFER L. LEONARD, BA 
Storm Lake 
General Studies 
#THOMAS JOSEPH LIND, BA 
Iowa City 
General Studies 
KATHRYN A. LINKENMEYER, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies - Nurses 
#CHARITY ANN LONG, BA 
Ankeny 
General Studies 
JONNY LYMPUS, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
#DAWN TERESA MARKOWSKI, BA 
Fort Myers, Florida 
General Studies 
TANYA SUE McCLELLAND, BA 
Mason City 
General Studies 
EMILY ANN MCMILLEN, BA 
Lovilia 
General Studies 
#JENNIFER J. MEYER, BA 
Wellsburg 
General Studies 
#SCOTT RANDALL MILLS, BA 
Newton 
General Studies 
*KELLIE ANN MONTAG, BA 
Titonka 
General Studies 
DANA MUELLER, BA 
· Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
CURRAN PHILIP NICHOLS, BA 
Sioux City 
General Studies 
ARNITA JANE PUGH NOBLES, BA 
Blue Mountain, Alabama 
General Studies 
KARILYN M. NUSSBAUM, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
NOELLE GREENLEAF OSBORN, BA 
Ames 
General Studies 
#LEA JEAN 0sTAPOFF, BA 
Sioux City 
General Studies 
DAWN MARIE RAHFELDT, BA 
Story City 
General Studies 
***NANCY M. BRENNAN RIGEL, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies - Nurses 
#*CHRISTINE KAY ROBOVSKY, BA 
Maquoketa 
General Studies 
JODI M. ROETHLER, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
#THERESA ANNE ScHAEFER, BA 
Waterloo 
General Studies 
CHAD LOUIS SCHALLER, BA 
Dubuque 
General Studies 
***CINDRA SUE ScHELLING, BA 
Sheldon 
Individual Studies and Psychology 
Undergraduate Thesis: Jealousy in Male and 
Female Collegiate Track and Field Athletes 
KARA LYNN ScHOFIELD, BA 
Odebolt 
General Studies 
**SUSAN M. SHERIFF, BA 
Belmond 
General Studies 
CINDY GAIL SHOGREN, BA 
Waukon 
General Studies 
JANETH. SKILES, BLS 
Waterloo 
Liberal Studies 
DANNIE T. SPANN, BA 
St. Louis, Missouri 
General Studies 
#JACOB STALL, BA 
Bettendorf 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: Distractions Directly 
Prior to Competition in Intercollegiate 
Swimmers 
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MARK CHRISTOPHER STEIGER, BA 
-Osage ' 
General Studies 
MARTHA VALERA STEPHENS, BA 
Slater 
General Studies 
CAROL ELAINE PUGH STEWART, BA 
Blue Mountain, Alabama 
General Studies 
MACEO HOWARD STRICKLAND, BA 
East Moline, Illinois 
General Studies 
ANGELA MARIE SUCHAN, BA 
Marshalltown 
General Studies 
MATTHEW R. SVENSON, BA 
Decorah 
General Studies 
MEGAN SVOBODA, BA 
West Des Moines 
General Studies 
JENNIFER LYNN SWAFFORD, BA 
Muscatine 
General Studies 
LANNIA SYREN, BA 
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
General Studies 
JANET L. THOMPSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
KRISTEN LEE THOMPSON, BA 
Des Moines 
General Studies 
CHAD ERIC YENZ, BA 
Northwood 
General Studies 
TON w ARE, BLS 
Long Beach, California 
Liberal Studies 
DAVID WEDEMEIER, BLS 
Sumner 
Liberal Studies 
#*KELLIE ANN WEICHERS, BA 
Grundy Center 
General Studies 
MARK ALAN WHITE, BA 
Elk Horn 
General Studies 
#JODI S . WILTSE, BA 
Denver 
General Studies 
RYAN J. WOLFE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
#MARK RICHARD WOLTER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1998 degree candidate 
"'Fall 1998 degree candidate 
+Fall 1997 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
**ANDREW CARL ABBOTT, BA 
Boone 
Political Science and Finance: General 
KELLY FINK AGER, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
Psychology 
JAMIE L. AHRENS, BA 
Boone 
Social Work 
JAMI SUE ALBERHASKY, BA 
Oxford 
Social Work 
THERESA M . ALLEN, BA EDUCATION 
Clare 
History 
*MICHAEL DALE ALTEMEIER, BA 
Newton 
Anthropology 
JESSICA MARIE ANDRESEN, BA 
Davenport 
Social Work 
#JONATHAN BRENT BACKSTROM, BA 
Bettendorf 
Psychology 




Senior Thesis Title: Exploring the Social and 
Economic Implications of Our Food Choices 
#**SARA BAKER, BA 
Ottawa, Illinois 
Social Work 
JOSEPH MICHAEL BARBER, BA 
Dumont 
Political Science 
HOLL y SUE BARBERRA, BA 
Evansdale 
Psychology 
RACHEL BARRETT, BA 
Aplington 
Design and Human Environment 




# DONNA R. BENNETT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Criminology and Sociology 
*JAMI M. BERANEK, BA 
Parkersburg 
Criminology and Psychology 
#HOLLY ELIZABETH BERGER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
ANGIE BERINGER, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
JENNIFER L. BLACK, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Social Work 
+CYNTHIA ANNE BLIXT, BA 
Urbandale 
Family Services 
# JULIE KA y BLOES, BA 
Jesup 
Family Services 
***ERIN LYNN BLOOD, BA 
Sheffield 
Family Services 
JEFFREY LADD BODENSTEINER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
MEGAN KERRY BOESEN, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Services 
NICOLE A. BOESEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Design and Human Environment 
#*MIRANDA SUE BOHLKEN, BA 
Monticello 
Psychology 
NICOLE L. BOSIER, BA 
Winterset 
Social Work 
# BRIAN BRANIGAN, BA 
Clive 
Sociology 
#*ERIN COLLEEN BERGAN BRIES, BA EDUCATION 
Elkader 
History 
**BRIAN C. BROOKS, BA 
Knoxville 
Social Work 
**JESSICA LYNN BRUSTER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Social Work 
"'**JANET L. DOHRMANN BULS, BA 
Independence 
Family Services 
#DEBRA S. BURRACK, BA EDUCATION 
Wadena 
Social Science 
GERROLD BURRELL, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
KARLA K. BUST A, BA 
Lawler 
Social Work 
#**ELIZABETH ANNE CAMPBELL, BA 
Hedrick 
Family Services 
SHANNON MARIE CARLSON, BA 
Des Moines 
Psychology 
KRISTEN ANN CHAMBERLAIN, BA 
Earling 
Social Work 
JAMES P. CHRISTENSEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
AMY R. CHRISTENSON, BA 
Marathon 
Anthropology 
**ROBYN LEE CLARK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
***CAROLYN L. CLAWSON, BA 
Ackley 
Psychology and Sociology 
WENDY DANELLE CLAYBERG, BA 
Marshalltown 
Psychology 
JENIFER K. CONGDON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Services 
/\CYNTHIA MARIE CONRAD, BA 
Winthrop 
Family Services 
# KARI CONRADI, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Interior Design 
SCOTT JOSEPH COOLEY, BA 
Waterloo 
Anthropology 
#EMILY CORMANEY, BA 
Webster City 
Nutrition and Food Science 




/\JENI SUE COURTNEY, BA 
·ottumwa 
Social Work 
#*TREVA J. CRAWFORD, BA 
Waterloo 
Nutrition and Food Science 
AMBER LYNN CREW, BA 
Waterloo 
Criminology 
JENNIFER E. CREWS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
#LYANN RITA CULMORE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
MICHAEL T. CULVER, BA 
Dunlap 
Criminology 
RYAN DALTON, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
History 
#JENNIFER A. DANIEL, BA 
Carroll 
Family Services 
#KELLY A. DAUGHERTY, BA 
Bellevue 
Social Work 
S . SCOTT DAVIS, BA 
Janesville 
Criminology 
*MARIAH CHRISTINA DEITERS, BA 
Ottumwa 
History 
#LAURA CHRISTINE DERBY, BA EDUCATION 
Greenfield 
Social Science 
**COURTNEY DETERMAN, BA 
DeWitt 
Psychology 
#**TAMMI Jo DIETERICH, BA 
Brooklyn 
Family Services 
+LISA Jo DITTMAN, BA 
Waukon 
Psychology 
*DAVID ISAAC DIXON, BA 
Mason City 
Criminology 
AMYJO ANNE DOOLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Clinton 
Social Science 
#JINA SUZANNE DOTY, BA 
Sidney 
Social Work 
JONI L. DOUGHAN, BA 
Wesley 
Social Work 





ERIC J . D'SouzA, BA 
Davenport 
Psychology 
***JOSHUA LEE DUDEN, BA 
McCallsburg 
Criminology and Sociology 
*TARA LYNN DUSIL, BSCI 
Cedar Rapids 
Dietetics 
JEFFREY JOSEPH DYBVIK, BA EDUCATION 
Decorah 
History 
*JENNIFER REBECCA EDSILL, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
WILLIAM P. EGGERS, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Social Science 
KARI BETH ERICKSON, BA 
Wall Lake 
Family Services 
SHANNON MARIE FEDERSPIEL, BA 
Jesup 
Criminology 
# AMY L. FERREN, BA 
Mashall town 
Social Work 
JILL MARIE FETTER, BA 
Chelsea 
Psychology 
JOSHUA P. FINDLAY, BA 
Minburn 
History 
**ELIZABETH ANNE FRUIN, BA 
Marshalltown 
Criminology 
**KRISTIN A. FRY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
History 
ERIC JON FRYXELL, BA 
Burnsville, Minnesota 
Political Science 
* AARON KEITH GARMS, BA 
Elkader 
Psychology 
JENNIFER LEA GARRETT, BA 
Indianola 
Criminology 
*NICHOLAS CRAIG GERHART, BA 
Ankeny 
History 
#STEPHANIE ANNE GIESLER, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Services 
**CATHLEEN ANN GLEW, BA 
Manchester 
Social Work 




JOSEPH C. GOODRICH, BA EDUCATION 
Grinnell 
History 
MICHAEL DAVID GRAALFS, BA 
Treynor 
Sociology and Geography: Environmental 
ANDREA M. GRACE, BA 
Dubuque 
Social Work 
GLENN R. GRAETTINGER, BA 
Graettinger 
Psychology 
#LISA ANN GRAPP, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Family Services 
#MONICA MARIE GREANY, BA 
Grundy Center 
Social Work 
#TERRY ANN GREENE, BA 
Traer 
Social Work 
#***JENNIFER A . GRETHEN, BA 
Graettinger 
Psychology 
#EMILY LOUISE GRIFFIN, BA 
Grand River 
Family Services 
# LETICIA V ARDALL HADTRATH, BA 
Durant 
Textile and Apparel 
**KRISTIE L. HAGEMAN, BA 
Fort Atkinson 
Social Work 
#*LISA MARIE HAIGHT, BA 
West Des Moines 
Family Services 
***SETH GRIER HALL, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Public Administration: Public Law 
CHRISTINA ANN HAMILTON, BA EDUCATION 
Murray 
History 
#SHELLY J. HANSEN, BA 
Davenport 
Family Services 
*SUSAN HANSON, BA 
Dows 
Anthropology 
# ALISON LEIGH HAPPEL, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
#KATHLEEN MARY KEATING HASSMAN, BA 
New Hampton 
Design and Human Environment 
#LORI K. HAUSER, BA 
Shell Rock 
Family Services 
REBECCA LYNN HEITLAND, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Psychology 
JENNIFER ANN HENGSTENBERG, BA 
Centerville 
Anthropology and Criminology 
*JILL JOHNSON HENSCHEID, BScr 
Burnsville, Minnesota 
Dietetics 
*SoLEDAD NAOMI HESS, BA 
Bayard 
Psychology 
WENDY K. HILMER, BA 
Forest City 
Criminology 
#CYNTHIA ANNE HITE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Geography 
MELISSA ANN HITE, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Criminology 
** AARON MARTIN HOEL, BA 
Waterloo 
History and Russian 
JENNIFER LYNN HOFFMAN, BA 
Lincoln,Nebraska 
Criminology 
**HEATHER SUZANN HOLLAND, BA EDUCATION 
Eldridge 
History 
"*CA THY M . HOMEISTER, BA EDUCATION 
Keystone 
History 
#JACEY ANN HOOK, BA 
LeGrand 
Family Services 
MONICA J. HORMAN, BA 
Pella 
Social Work 
HOPE HORNYAK, BSci 
Shell Rock 
Dietetics 
"**CRAIG DAVID HUEGEL, BA EDUCATION 
Ionia 
Social Science 
#**TAMI KATHLEEN HUFF, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Social Work 
#KRISTI LYNN HUPFELD, BA 
Belle Plaine 
Psychology and Health Promotion: Fitness and 
Health Promotion: Wellness 
ANDREW L. HUPP, BA 
Scranton 
Geography 
*JENNIFER A. JACKSON, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
VALERIE J. JENKINS, BA EDUCATION 
Waukon 
History 




JASON EDWARD JOHNS, BA 
Louisburg, Wisconsin 
History 
ALAN JOHNSON, BA 
Spencer 
History 
***ERIC LYNN JOHNSON, BA 
Zearing 
Political Science 
JULIE A. JOHNSON, BA 
Clarksville 
Psychology 
MICHELLE MARIE JOHNSON, BA 
Newton 
Social Work 
JEREMY LEE JONES, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Criminology 
*JUSTIN L. JONES, BA 
Marshalltown 
Psychology 
AMANDA MAE JUHL, BA 
Mason City 
Psychology and Criminology 
**BEVERLY A. JUHL, BA 
Independence 
Psychology 
#SATYRAN. KANKEO, BA 
Alta 
Criminology 
"AMY J. KEARNS, BA 
La Porte City 
Family Services 
*AMBER SUNSHINE KELLEY, BA 
Afton 
Psychology 
*ERIN K. KENNEDY, BA 
Des Moines 
Family Services 
*TADD. KENNEDY, BA 
LeMars 
History 
*KYLE LEE PAUL KEPLER, BA EDUCATION 
Webster City 
Geography 
JASON KINDER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Criminology 
#*BRIAN ADAM KLIMEK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
*KARLY KLOCKSIEM, BA 
Hudson 
Psychology 
*STEPHANIE LEE KLOCKSIEM, BA 
Hudson 
Psychology 






#STEPHANIE KNIGHT, BA 
Solon 
Geography: Environmental 
MELISSA KA y KNUDSON, BA 
Parkersburg 
Social Work 
HEATHER RAE KOLTHOFF, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa Falls 
History 
"KARA LYNN KOPACEK, BA 
Britt 
Family Services 
*CARMEN FRANCES KORSCHGEN, BA 
West Branch 
Psychology 
*TROY TERRY KROEGER, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Psychology 
#DAWN M. KRUGER, BA 
Sibley 
Social Work 
**CHERILYN KAY KRUSE, BA 
Conrad 
Psychology 
AMY M . KULA, BA 
Center Point 
Social Work 
DARCI ANNE KURTH, BA EDUCATION 
Farmersburg 
History 




Senior Thesis Title: Workgroups in Business 
JOHN ANDREW LAMMERS, BA 
Dyersville 
History 
LUKE C. LANDIS, BA 
Des Moines 
Political Science 
RAYMOND D. LANG, JR., BA 
Dubuque 
Sociology 
NICOLE ANDREA LARSEN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
DAVID ALVIN LARSON JR., BA 
Cresco 
Social Work 
#JILL C. LASS, BA 
Mt. Vernon 
Criminology 
#KATE L. LAWLER, BA 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Textile and Apparel 




RHONDA LEITH, BA 
West Branch 
History 
LISA ANN LEVINGS, BA 
Marshalltown 
Social Work 
#*MELISSA A. LICKTEIG, BA 
Perry 
Textile and Apparel 
JUSTIN MICHAEL LITTLE, BA EDUCATION 
Evansdale 
History 
MATTHEWS. LLANES, BA 
Schaumburg, Illinois 
Psychology 
# ERIN COLEEN LONG, BA 
Davenport 
Social Work 
ANGELA S. LORENZ, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Public Administration: Public Services 
#KARA JEAN LORENZEN, BA 
Bettendorf 
Design and Human Environment 
***JAMES LOWDER, BA 
Osage 
Social Work 
**JILL MARIE LUBBERS, BA 
Orange City 
Social Work 
NATHANIEL LUBS, BA 
Sioux City 
Psychology 
PATRICK CORLISS LYONS, BA 
Vinton 
Psychology 
# HALEY MARIE MAJEWSKI, BA 
Charles City 
Social Work 
SUSAN JOANN MARDAUS, BA 
Iowa City 
History 
RHONDA LYNN MAROUSHEK, BA 
Decorah 
Social Work 
# ANNE MARIE MARTIN, BA 
Atalissa 
Social Work 
STEVE MASSEY, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
History 
#JENNIFER L. MASTIN, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
***GEORGE COLLIER MAXWELL, BA 
Central City 
Political Science and Russian 
#*Jorn ELIZABETH MCKINSTRY, BA 
Iowa City 
Family Services 
#**MICHELLE LEE McPOLAND, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
DENISE D . MEAD, BA 
Manchester 
Social Work 
AMY E. MEYER, BA 
Osage 
Psychology 
ERIC MEYER, BA 
Victor 
Sociology 
JODI LYNN MEYER, BA 
Davenport 
Social Work 
*CHRISTIE M. MEYERDIRK, BA 
Royal 
Social Work 
JULIE LYNNE MILLER, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Nutrition and Food Science 
KURT JOSEPH MILLER, BA 
Dubuque 
History 
**MAUREEN REBECCA MILLER, BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
Social Science 
#MATTHEW ANTHONY MILLHOLLIN, BA 
Bettendorf 
Psychology 
ELISABETH KA THERINE MILLS, BA 
Adel 
Criminology 
SHANDRA CALLOW A y MITCHELL, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
***JESSICA LYNN MOON, BA 
Charles City 
Family Services 
KELLY JOY MORGAN, BA 
Corning 
Social Work 
JEREMY ROBERT MOUNCE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Anthropology 
STEVEN TRENT MuDD, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
SARA ELIZABETH MURRAY, BA 
La Porte City 
Family Services 
*CARRIE ANN MUSSELMAN, BA 
Mechanicsville 
Psychology 
**CAROLINE SARAH MUSSER, BA 
Des Moines 
Psychology 




DAVID LEE MYER, BA 
Waterloo 
Political Science and Public Administration: 
State and Cnmmunity Planning 
***MICHAEL PATRiCK MYERS, BA 
Ankeny 
Political Science 
JAMES LEE NADEAU, BA EDUCATION 
Swaledale 
Political Science 
JOSHUA P. NELSON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
#SARA M. NELSON, BA 
Keokuk 
Psychology 
FELICIA MCELRATH NIELAND, BA 
Lakeland, Florida 
Social Work 
ROBYN J. NOLAN, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Social Science 
BENJAMIN N. NORDEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
#**MOLLY NORVELL, BA 
Sioux City 
Social Work 
PATRICK B. O'CONNOR, BA 
Donahue 
Criminology 
#MATTHEW RICHARD OLSEN, BA 
South Tama 
Psychology 
**JILL RENAE OLTHOFF, BA 
Buffalo Center 
Psychology 
+FRANK STEVEN ORI, BA 
Waukegan, Illinois 
Criminology 
*SARA M . PALLESEN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
#**SHEILA MARIE p ARKS, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
***TERESA PARKS, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
NANCY J. PATRICK, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
ANDREW R. PATTEE, BA EDUCATION 
Humboldt 
Social Science 
*TAMMY ALICIA PAULSEN, BA 
Forest City 
Psychology 
***CRYSTAL GAIL PETERSEN, BA 
Denison 
Textile and Apparel 
KELLY K. PHILLIPS, BA 
Evansdale 
Social Work 
BRIAN CHARLES PONCY, BA 
Centerville 
Psychology 
THOMAS J. POWERS, BA 
Norwalk 
History 
LISA MARIE PRICE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
"WAYNE L. PRIME, BA 
Green River, Wyoming 
History and Psychology 
#NICHOLAS JOSEPH RAMAEKERS, BA 
Carroll 
History 
MOHAMMAD JAHANGIR RANA, BA 
Lahore, Pakistan 
Political Science 
GUY ROGERS REED, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
*ERIC LOWELL RHODES, BA 
Marshalltown 
Psychology 
#*ROBERTO W. RICHARDSON, BA 
Modesto, California 
History 
SHERYL RIDDER, BA 
Waterloo 
Family Services 
DEBRA SUE RIENSCHE, BA 
Jesup 
Social Work 
SHANE ALLEN ROACH, BA 
Mason City 
Social Work 
*CHRISTINA NICOLE ROBERTS, BA 
Reinbeck 
Social Work 
SONJA Jo ROBINSON, BA 
New Hampton 
Social Work 
JENNIFER LEE ROSE, BA 
Carroll 
Family Services 
***DEBRA S. Ross, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
*SETH A. ROURKE, BA 
Fairbank 
Psychology 
JENNIFER ROVER, BA 
Shell Rock 
Geography 




AMY L. ROWEDDER, BA 
Carroll 
Criminology 
#STEPHANIE RUDEN, BA 
LeMars 
Social Work 
#PATRICIA AMY RUSH, BA 
Freeland, Maryland 
Family Services 
SOLIMAN MOHAMMAD SAFDARI, BA 
Union City, California 
Psychology 
#**CAROL MARIE SANDERS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Design and Human Environment 
*NEIL STEVEN SCHMIDT, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
#CYNTHIA D. SCHOULTE, BA 
Farmersburg 
Family Services 
JAKE WILLIAM SCHULZ, BA 
Carroll 
Criminology 
MICHELLE KAY SEAVY, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Design and Human Environment 
NATHANIEL E . SEAWARD, BA 
Winterset 
Criminology 
***SUSAN MARIE SEEDORFF-CRUDO, BA 
Ackley 
Sociology and Criminology 
ROBERT LEE SEMELROTH JR., BA 
Keystone 
Psychology and Health Promotion: General 
"MEGAN M. SEXTON, BA 
Carroll 
Family Services 
CYNTHIA JANE SHEARER, BA 
Storm Lake 
Social Work 
*** ALICIA SHELSTROM, BA 
Nevada 
Psychology 
#**GLORIA J. SICKLES, BA EDUCATION 
Readlyn 
Social Science 
CRAIG M. SILJENBERG, BA 
Sioux City 
Political Science 
TAMI ANN SIMON, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology 
MATTHEW w. SIMPSON, BA 
Hartwick 
Criminology 
*MOLLY A. SINDELAR, BA EDUCATION 
Canal Winchester, Ohio 
Social Science 
**DAVID SIVESIND, BA 
Ames 
Psychology 
ANTHONY J. SKAHILL, BA 
Ames 
Criminology 
***COREE CHRISTINE SMITH, BA 
West Des Moines 
History 
# DOYLE M. SMITH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
History 
***KELLY ELIZABETH SMITH, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology and Sociology 
**LORI LYNNE SMITH, BScI 
Wray, Colorado 
Dietetics 
PA TRICK SMOCK, BA 
Independence 
Psychology 
*JODIE LEA SNITKER, BA 
Dubuque 
Social Work 
*JEFFREY W. SoRENSEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
MELISSA ANN EASTMAN SoRTER, BA 
Waverly 
Family Services 
CHARLES B. SouDER, BA 
Charles City 
Criminology 
HEATHER SoUTHARD, BA 
Aplington 
Design and Human Environment 
*MANDY RAE SoUTHARD, BA 
Clarion 
Political Science 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL SPAHN, BScI 
Dubuque 
Dietetics 
CARISSA A. SPECE, BA 
Independence 
Psychology 
BRIAN L.STECKELBERG, BA 
Shenandoah 
Psychology 
*BRENT STEELE, BA 
Marion 
Political Science 
#**KARA EILEEN STEFFEN, BA 
Jesup 
Social Work 
BRENDA STOCKWELL, BA 
Clarion 
Family Services 




BRIAN MICHAEL STRONER, BA 
Webster City 
Geography: Environmental 
AMBER L. SUBY, BA 
- Mason City 
Psychology 
# DEBRA ANN SUGGS, BA 
Waterloo 
Sociology 
STANA SUNNER, BA 
Eagle Grove 
Anthropology 
• ERIC BRUCE SUTHERS, BA EDUCATION l 
Cedar Rapids . 
Sociology and Elementary Education 
#CHRISTINA TEDROW, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
#*MICHELLE LYN THEDE, BA 
Reinbeck 
Family Services 
**KIMBERLY THIELEN, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
Social Science and History 
BETH ANN THOME, BA 
Gilbertville 
Social Work 
JESSICA KAY THOMPSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Social Work 
#DENISE G. THORESON, BA 
Soldier 
Family Services 
KATHRYN JUDE TIERNEY, BA 
Waukon 
Family Services 
***NICOLE RENEE TILLMAN, BA 
Villisca 
Social Work 
***ERIN JOY TOKHEIM, BA 
Osceola 
Psychology 
# LAURA LYNN TOLZIN, BA 
Cherokee 
Social Work 
#TONI TERESA TORRES, BA 
Mason City 
Criminology and Psychology 
JULIE JEAN TRIBBY, BA 
Laurel 
Psychology 
PETE J. VAN CLEVE, BA 
Ankeny 
Psychology 
ALLISSA L. VAN KOOTEN, BA 
Pella 
Design and Human Environment 
# MELISSA L. VANMAANEN, BA 
Clinton 
Social Work 
CHRISTOPHER C. VESEY, BA 
Muscatine 
Criminology and Spanish 
ANDREA ANNE VIDIS, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology and Family Services 
BENJAMIN G. VOLKENANT, BA 
Anamosa 
Criminology 
*BRENDA ANN VOSE, BA 
Mediapolis 
Criminology and Spanish 
ANGELA MARIE Voss, BA 
Monona 
Social Work 
*MICHELLE L. WADLE, BA 
Norwalk 
Psychology 
BRET WAGONER, BA 
Parkersburg 
Sociology 
HEATHER R. WALDSCHMIDT, BA 
Riverside 
History 
DANIEL J. WALSH, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
History 
DEDRIC WARD, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
**AARON MICHEAL WEBER, BA 
Evansdale 
Criminology 
*LISA ANN WIDLUND, BSc:1 
Palmer 
Dietetics 
*KIM MARIE WIESE, BA 
Breda 
Family Services 
# DEENA MARIE WILDE, BA 
Elkader 
Criminology 




TRACY ANNE WILKINSON, BA 
Davenport 
Psychology 
JENNIFER ANN WILLEY, BA 
Center Junction 
Psychology 
# ANGELA CHRISTINA WILLIAMS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Textile and Apparel 
***MATTHEW W . WILSON, BA 
Washburn 
Political Science 
#TIMOTHY LEE WILTFANG, BA 
Bettendorf 
Sociology 
ANGELA MARIE WIMER, BA 
Mount Ayr 
Psychology 
** ANGIE MAE WITTSTOCK, BA 
Dubuque 
Psychology and Social Work 
*JASON WILLIAM WOOD, BA EDUCATION 
Vinton 
Social Science 
*SHANNON WOODWARD, BA 
Urbandale 
Social Work 
*DARREN WRIGHT, BA 
Waterloo 
Psychology 
TREVOR YOUNGBERG, BA 
Parkersburg 
Criminology 
* AMANDA ELLEN ZENISHEK, BA 
Iowa City 
Family Services 
KATIE ZIRBEL, BA 
Charles City 
Criminology 
May 9, 1998 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
Price Lab School Nielsen Fieldhouse 
Robert D. Koob, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Jay Edelnant, Ph.D. 
Professor of Performance Studies 
Commencement Marshal 
3:00 p.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT .................................................................. UNI Brass Ensemble 
Dr. Sandra Frey Stegman, Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL .......................................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates from the College of Natural Sciences 
The Heads of the Departments of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
and the College of Natural Sciences 
Representatives of the Faculty 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Platform Guests 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ...................................................... UNI Brass Ensemble 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS .................. Nancy A. Marlin, Ph.D. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS ............................ ................................................ Anissa Cowley 





PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts ................... James F. Lubker, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Music - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Humanities ................ ............................................................ .Dean Lubker 
Art. ............................................................. ................. .Dr. William W. Lew 
Communication Studies ........................................ .Dr. Richard McGuire 
Communicative Disorders ....................................... .......... .Dr. Ken Bleile 
English Language and Literature ..................... .Dr. Jeffrey S. Copeland 
Modern Languages ............................................... .Dr. Ann Marie Basom 
Music .............................................................. .Dr. Raymond Tymas-Jones 
Philosophy and Religion ......................................... .Dr. Betty A. DeBerg 
Theatre ....................................................... Professor Gretta Berghammer 
College of Natural Sciences ........................... Gerald W. Intemann, Ph.D., Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Technology 
Science .... ...... .... ...... ..... ........ ........... ............ ........... .... ... ....... Dean Intemann 
Biology ................................................................... .Dr. Barbara A. Hetrick 
Chemistry ................................................................... Dr. Duane E. Bartak 
Computer Science .................................................... Dr. John McCormick 
Earth Science ............................................................ .Dr. James C. Walters 
Industrial Technology .................................... Dr. Mohammed F. Fahmy 
Mathematics .................................................................... Dr. Joel K. Haack 
Physics .............. .. .............................................. Dr. Hilliard K. Macomber 
Students will be recognized alphabetically within department 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* ............................................................ President Koob 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ............................................................................ Beverly Riess 
President, Alumni Association Board of Directors 
PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT ... Anastasia Lee and Kristin Michael 
*READING OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES ............ Gretta Berghammer, M.F.A. 
Head, Department of Theatre 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ............................................................. UNI Brass Ensemble 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as 
they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but may 
interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program. 
63 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
Purple and Old Gold Awards . 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in 
Particular Areas 
ART Amy E. Backer 
(Fall 1997 graduate) Chicago, Illinois 
COMMUNICATIONS Kristin L. Michael 
Walker 
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS Laura C. Baugh 
Bellevue 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA Charlene L. Patterson 
(Fall 1997 graduate) Boone 
ENGLISH Michele L. Ehler 
(Fall 1997 graduate) Atkins 
FRENCH Diane D. Ewing Golden 
(Fall 1997 graduate) Waterloo 
GERMAN Adam Galambos 
Budapest, Hungary 
MUSIC Korey J. Barrett 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION Michelle M. Westholm 
Charles City 
PUBLIC RELATIONS Bethany J. Riddle 
Anthon 
RUSSIAN George C. Maxwell 
Central City 
SPANISH Beth Kirkpatrick Egan 
(Fall 1997 graduate) Oelwein 





Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Conspicuous Achievement in 
Particular Areas 





(Summer 1998 degree candidate) 
THEATRE 
Anastasia Christine Lee 
Braidwood, Illinois 
Anastasia Christine Lee 
Braidwood, Illinois 
Jerri Ann Iehl 
Waterloo 
Jennifer Kay Petersen 
Dysart 




COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 





ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEMS (BSci) 
(Fall 1997 graduate) 
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS (BA) 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS 
(Fall 1997 graduate) 
SCIENCE 
65 
James J. Sanders 
Cedar Falls 
Craig A. Block 
Ashton 
Kevin James Emerson 
Bettendorf 
Troy Eugene Schlotman 
Kingsley 
Lindy Rita Kromminga 
Keystone 
Amber L. Grotjohn 
Schaller 
William Joseph Collins 
Mapleton 
Christopher Duane Like 
Monticello 
College of Humanitites and Fine Arts 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1998 degree candidate 
"Fall 1998 degree candidate 
+Fall 1997 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 




AMY MARIE ADAMS, BA EDUCATION 
Waucoma 
English 
*SARA MARIE ALGER, BA 
Clear Lake 
English 
RANDI CHRISTINE ALLEN, BA 
Bettendorf 
Spanish 
WENDEL R. ALLEN, BA 
West Springfield, Massachusetts 
Music 
#EMILY C. ANDERSEN, BA 
Woodbury, Minnesota 
Communication: General Communication 
LEED. ANDERSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
English 
#ANN MARIE ANDERSON, BA 
Woolstock 
Communication/Public Relations 
DREW DANIEL ANDERSON, BMus 
Eldridge 
Music Education: Jazz 
DOROTHY J. ANGLUM, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication: General Communication 
HOLLY JOANNA ARMSTRONG, BA 
Des Moines 
Communication/Public Relations 
*LAURA LYNN BACKSTROM, BA 
Mallard 
Communicative Disorders 
*LAURA KATHRYN BAKER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Religion 
#*TROY PARKER BANNING, BA 
North English 
Communication/Electronic Media 
"***SARAH ELIZABETH BARBER, BMus 
West Des Moines 
Music Education: Choral 
66 
*JANELLE Joy BARNETT, BA 
Clarksville 
Communication/Public Relations 
***KOREY J. BARRETT, BA 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 
Music 
***LAURA CHRISTINE BAUGH, BA 
Bellevue 
Communicative Disorders 
MELANIE J. BAUMGARTNER, BA EDUCATION 
Hoffman Estates, Illinois 
English 
TRAVIS G. BEBOUT, BA 
Woodward 
Communication: General Communication 
DENA K. BEGLEY, BA EDUCATION 
Atlantic 
English 
**MICHAEL JON BENDER, BMus 
Iowa City 
Music Education: Instrumental 
**DAREK JAMES BENESH, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
"**MARCY ANN BENTON, BA EDUCATION 
Des Moines 
Spanish 
CINDY Jo BILLINGS, BA 
Delhi 
Communication: General Communication 
**NOELLE THERESA BIWER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communicative Disorders 
KRISTINE K. BLOCK, BA 
Anchorage, Alaska 
English 
ERIN RACHEL BOARDMAN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication/Public Relations 
**JENNIFER LYN BOECK, BA 
Denison 
Spanish 
TAMMY LYNN BOOTH, BA 
Hampton 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
M*RACHELLE REIS BRANUM, BA EDUCATION 
Cresco 
Art 
#DANA WARREN BROWN, BA 
Iowa Falls 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*ERIN DAWN BROWN, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Communicative Disorders 
#*JENIFER LEE BROWN, BA 
Altoona 
Communication: General Communication 
SHANNON C. BUSKOHL, BA 
Dike 
Communication: General Communication 
*CHRIS M. CALIGIURI, BA 
Des Moines 
Communication: General Communication 
THAIS ALLYSON CARNALL, BA 
Arlington 
Communication/Electronic Media 
/\VIRGINIA ELIZABETH CARSTENS, BA EDUCATION 
Bettendorf 
English 
**AMY CATHLEEN CASSILL, BMus 
Drakesville 
Music Education: Instrumental 




*JENNIFER LEEANN CAVANAH, BA 
Burlington 
Communicative Disorders 
+*SHERRI ANN CHAMBERS, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
WENDY Jo CHAPMAN, BA 
Albia 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*ANJEANETTE CHRISTENSEN, BA 
DeWitt 
Communication: General Communication 
NATHAN JOHN CLARK, BA 
Omaha, Nebraska 
English 
SCOTT ROBERT CLAUSEN, BA 
Sergeant Bluff 
Communication: General Communication 
*KERI Jo CLEVENGER, BA 
Moscow 
Communication/Electronic Media 
**ROBIN RENEE CLINE, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication: General Communication 
BRENT A. CLOUGH, BA 
Independence 
Communication/Public Relations 




** ANISSA LENAE COWLEY, BA 
Waterloo 
English 
**JESSICA LEIGH CRONK, BMus 
Algona 
Music Education: Instrumental 
TINA LYNN CROUCH-GALLAGHER, BA 
Hiawatha 
Communication/Public Relations 
*ALISON CASSANDRA D' ANGELO, BA EDUCATION 
Elgin, Illinois 
Spanish 




*SHARON DECKER, BA 
Marion 
Art: Studio Emphasis and French 
ANTHONY CHARLES DEHNER, BA 
LeClaire 
Communication/Electronic Media 
ANGELA D. DENADEL, BA 
Dubuque 
Theatre: Musical Theatre 
*MICHAEL JAMES DENNIS, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa Falls 
Art 
#* AMY NICOLE DETERS, BA 
Wellsburg 
Communicative Disorders 
JASON DEUTSCH, BA 
New Hampton 
Communication/Public Relations 
**MOLLY B. DILLON, BA EDUCATION 
Volga 
Spanish 
JASON DLOUHY, BA 
Tipton 
French 
JULIE L. DODGE, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication/Public Relations 
GARRETT M. DWYER, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Music 
***SARAH EA TON, BA 
Sioux City 
English 
**NICHOLE MARIE EDEN, BA 
Anamosa 
Communicative Disorders 
**KIMBERLY EDWARDS, BA 
Waterloo 
Spanish 
PETER JOHN EKLUND, BA 
La Crescent, Minnesota 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**KENNY ESTLING, JR., BA 
Independence 
Study of Religion and Philosophy 
CARRIE LYNNE FATE, BA EDUCATION 
West Union 
Art 
***LAURA BETH FLIER, BA 
Rock Rapids 
English 
#CHRISTOPHER M. FRAZIER, BA 
Knoxville 
Communication/Public Relations 
MATTHEW T. FREUND, BA 
Clarion 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
**JAIME KAE FRIESENBORG, BA 
Buffalo Center 
Spanish 
BRADLEY MICHAEL FUGLSANG, BA 
Camanche 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*CARLOS H . FuNEZ, BA EDUCATION 
Honduras 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish 
*GERALD GALLAGHER, BA 
Storm Lake 
Communication/Electronic Media 
**ERIC FRANCIS GANSEN, BA 
Toddville 
Communication: General Communication 
ELIZABETH GEELAN, BA 
Ruthven 
Communication/Public Relations 
**KARA SHEA GILBREATH, BA EDUCATION 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish 
STEPHEN C. GLOECKNER, BA 
Dubuque 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




#*TYSON E. GREINER, BA 
Williamsburg 
Communication/Public Relations 
*MICHAEL D. GRIFFIN, BA 
Dubuque 
Communication: General Communication 
*AMYL. GULDAGER, BA EDUCATION 
Sumner 
English 
KYUNG-JUN HA, BA 
Seoul, Korea 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
NATHAN HALVORSON, BA 
Sioux City 
Theatre Arts: Acting 




THOMAS DAVID HARBAUGH, BA 
tyfarshalltoWn · 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*KATHRYN MAE HARSHBARGER, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
English 
#SUSAN C. HAUBER, BA 
Ridgeway 
Communication/Organizational Communication 
BENJAMIN J. HA VICK, BA • 
Adel ~ 
English 
**JULIE RULLAN HAYES, BA 
Urbandale 
Spanish 
**HILLARY F . HAYS, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
**TERESA LANAE HIPPEN, BA EDUCATION 
Buffalo Center 
Art 
"BRANDON GARRICK HOLTON, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
English 
**BARBARA ELIZABETH HOLUB, BA 
Kohler, Wisconsin 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
BRANDI RENEE HOMAN, BA 
Marshalltown 
English 
MARTIN T. HOSCH, BA 
Adair 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
KATHRYN ANN HOWES, BA 
DeWitt 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*KURT L. HUBLER, BA 
Pacific Junction 
Communication/Electronic Media 
**KELLY J . HUDDLESTON, BA 
Dunkerton 
Communicative Disorders 
#**TAMI KATHLEEN HuFF, BMus 
Council Bluffs 
Performance 




Senior Thesis Title: "Why Can't the 
English" ... Learn to Get Along: Musical 
Reinforcement of Negative Characteristics in 
My Fair Lady 
**GLENDA ANN HUSOME, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
*JERRI ANNE IEHL, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication: General Communication 
*TREVOR J. JACKSON, BA 
Waterloo 
English 




ERIC CHRISTIAN JANS, BA 
Fairbank 
Communication/Electronic Media 
#JAMES THOMAS JEKEL, BA 
Bettendorf 
Theatre: Design and Production 
*GAYLE RENAE JOHNSON, BA 
Kellogg 
Communication/Public Relations 
KRISTINA LEIGH JOHNSON, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
SHANE ANTHONY JOHNSON, BA 
Waverly 
Study of Religion 
JUSTIN DEWITT JONES, BA 
Norwalk 
Music 
REBEKAH G. JONES, BA EDUCATION 
Osceola 
English 




CARA DANIELLE KELLER, BMus 
Waukee 
Performance 
KYLE BROCK KELLY, BA 
Des Moines 
Communication: Interpersonal Communication 




JASON MATTHEW KIRKE, BMus 
Council Bluffs 
Music Education: Instrumental 
*BRIAN DAVID KISER, BMus 
Geneseo, Illinois 
Music Education: Instrumental 
*KEVIN GRANT KISLING, BFA 
Urbana 
Art 




KRISTEN S. KLYN, BA EDUCATION 
Blakesburg 
Spanish 
*TINA MAE KNEISEL, BA 
Griswold 
Communication: Interpersonal Communication 
69 
**LAURIE KOHL, BA 
Lisbon 
Communicative Disorders 
**BETHANEY LYNAE KOHNKE, BA 
Sheldon 
Communicative Disorders 
JOHANNA SUE KOKJOHN, BA 
Farmington 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
KARLA KRAPFL, BA 
Ryan 
Communication/Public Relations 




AMY J. KREMER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Art: History Emphasis 
#GARRET MICHAEL KUDLICK, BA 
St. Charles, Illinois 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
LISA LEE LANTZ, BA 
Redfield 
Theatre: Design and Production 
*ANASTASIA CHRISTINE LEE, BA 
Braidwood, Illinois 
Communication/Electronic Media 
#*JASON M . LEE, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English 
*DOUGLAS BRENT LESTINA, BA EDUCATION 
Boone 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
#*BRENTON LAWRENCE LITTERER, BA EDUCATION 
Waterloo 
English 
CHAD LEE LITTLE, BA 
Marion 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
WILLIAM GRANT LOEFFERS, BA 
Marion 
English 
#CHAD L. LOVAN, BA 
Des Moines 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*SARA ANN LussoN, BA EDUCATION 
Iowa City 
English 
*JONATHAN PAUL LUTTENEGGER, BA 
Burlington 
Communication/Electronic Media 
KEVIN JAMES MARTENS, BA 
Dubuque 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***PETER M. MASTELLER, BA 
Sioux City 
Philosophy and The Study of Religion 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Missionary Activities of 
American Mormons 
#DANIELLE CIRESE MAYO, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication/Public Relations 
**JENNIFER LYNN McCULLEY, BA 
New Sharon 
Communication/Electronic Media 
#DouGLAs D. McDANIEL, BA 
Oskaloosa 
English 
#**JULIE ANE McDERMOTT, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication: General Communication 
RYAN E . McDERMOTT, BA 
New Hampton 
Communication: General Communication 




JILL KRISTINE MCKIM, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Music 
*DAMON McLAUGHLIN, BA 
Peosta 
English 
/\TRISHA LOUISE McMILLAN, BA EDUCATION 
Yakima, Washington 
Spanish 
*JARED THOMAS MCMURRAY, BA 
West Des Moines 
English 
MICHELLE MEIER, BA EDUCATION 
Davenport 
English 
# MEGGAN LEA MEYER, BA 
Dubuque 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***KRISTIN LEANNE MICHAEL, BA 
Walker 
Communication: General Communication 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: The Expectations and 
Perceptions of Incoming Freshmen at UNI: 
A Qualitative Analysis 
*DIONNE N . MILLER, BMus 
Waterloo 
Music Education: Choral 
**MICHELE ANN MILLER, BA 
Burlington 
Communicative Disorders 
ALISON K. MOE, BA 
Marion 
English 
# AMY MARIE MOSER, BA 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
Communication: Culture and Communication 




MICHELLE DEE MUENZENMEYER, BA EDUCATION 
Marshalltown 
English 
ROBERT F. MURPHY, BA 
Dike 
Communication: Culture and Communication 
#* AARON JOSEPH NARIGON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English 
HOLLY Jo NELSEN, BA 
Traer 
Spanish 




JONATHAN D. NEVENHOVEN, BA EDUCATION 
Long Grove 
Art 
WILLIAM RICHARD NICHOLS II, BA 
Evansdale 
English 
MATTHEW PAUL NIELSEN, BA 
DeWitt 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*ZACHARY T. NIELSEN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Study of Religion 
JAMES MATTHEW NIPPER, BA 
Arcadia, Florida 
Music 




Senior Thesis Title: Selected Stories 
**KERI KAE NORMAN, BA 
Union 
Communication/Electronic Media 
*LEE NYQUIST, BFA 
Dubuque 
Art 
DENA M. OHNESORGE, BA 
Dubuque 
Humanities 
+***KERRYN HINRICHS OLIVER, BMus 
Alden 
Music Education: Choral 
*AMY M. OLSON, BA 
Iowa City 
Theatre: Performance-Directing 
NICHOLAS A. ORLOWSKI, BA 
Dubuque 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
RACHEL KAYE OSTENBERG-HUCK, BA 
Ogden 
Philosophy 





***AMY MARIE PAULSEN, BA 
Ida Grove 
Communication: Culture and Communication 
and Spanish 
*LUKE GREGORY PAUL PENCA, BA 
DeWitt 
Communication/Public Relations 
*HILARY ANN PEPPER, BA EDUCATION 
Swisher 
Spanish 




Senior Thesis Title: Solving the Problem of 
Evil 
***JENNIFER KA y PETERSEN, BM us 
Dysart 
Music Education: Choral 
TERESA MARIE PETERSEN, BA 
Reinbeck 
Theatre: Design and Production 
JENNIFER PETERSON, BA 
Readlyn 
Communication/Public Relations 
**ROBIN MARIE PHILLIPS, BA 
Oelwein 
English 
*DONNA RAE POPP, BA 
Osage 
Communication/Public Relations 
ADAM J. POWELL, BA 
LeMars 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
**CARRIE POWELL, BA 
Davenport 
Communicative Disorders 
ANDREW LLOYD PRATI, BA 
Des Moines 
Music 
RY AN LEE PUTNAM, BA 
Burlington 
Communication/Public Relations 
DAVID A. REZEK, BMus 
Des Moines 
Music Education: Jazz 
#HEATHER LEANN RICKLEFS, BA 
Rolfe 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
***BETHANY Jo RIDDLE, BA 
Anthon 
Communication/Public Relations and Spanish 
**SHELLY RINGGENBERG, BA 
Des Moines 
Music 
**THOMAS J. RIPPERGER, BA 
Chariton 
English 




#*LESLIE ANN Ross, BA 
Farley 
Communication/Electronic Media 
THOMAS W. Ross, BA 
Fairfield 
Communication: General Communication 
ABIGAIL ROWOLD, BA 
Clinton 
Theatre Arts: Acting 
*ALYSON DEE ROWRAY, BA 
Newton 
Communication/Public Relations 
**JONATHAN H. RUSSELL, BA EDUCATION 
Granville 
English 
ANGELA DAWN SANDQUIST, BA 
Garwin 
Study of Religion 
RONSON ALAN SANDVIK, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English 
ALYSON MARIE SCHMIDT, BA 
Rudd 
Communication/Public Relations 




JANELLE ANN ScHWEER, BA 
Davenport 
Communication/Electronic Media 




SARA ANNE SHELLER, BA 
Clarion 
Communication: General Communication 
**COREY L. SHIPLER, BA 
Burt 
Theatre: Design and Production and 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
*JOHN C. SIKULA, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
CHARISSA ELIZABETH SILER, BMus 
Waterloo 
Music Education: Choral 
#ELIZABETH G . SIMPSON, BA 
Indianola 
English 
ROBIN MARIE SITZMANN, BA 
LeMars 
Communication/Public Relations 
*CASEY ALLYN SLACK, BA 
Blue Grass 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
MICHELLE KLOPFENSTEIN SLOAN, BA 
Marion 
Communication/Public Relations 
ERICA ELAINE SNIDER, BA EDUCATION 
Council Bluffs 
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages 
AMBER LYNN SNYDER, BA EDUCATION 
Muscatine 
English 
JULIE SNYDER, BA 
Early 
Communicative Disorders 
# HEIDI LYNN SoLHEIM, BA 
Clermont 
Communication/Public Relations 
MANDY CHRISTINE SQUIRES, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
#**JONATHAN DAVID STAMBERG, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Music 
#**JENNIFER L. STANEK, BA 
Malcom 
Communication/Electronic Media 
** AIMEE M . STEIN, BA 
Milford 
Communicative Disorders 
ANN MARY STERLING, BA 
Davenport 
English 
JESSICA T . STRAWMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
Communication - Theatre 
#CARRIE SULLIVAN, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication/Public Relations 
***ERIC M . SUNDERMEYER, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
English 
*KIMBERLY A. SWART, BA EDUCATION 
Dickens 
English 
*JOSEPH P . SWEENEY, BA 
Ames 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
#**JUSTIN TAYLOR, BA 
Sioux City 
Study of Religion 
EMILY SUE THOMPSON, BA 
Bettendorf 
Communication/Public Relations 
# REBEKAH THOMPSON, BM us 
Osage 
Performance 
*RYAN JAMES THOMPSON, BA 
Harlan 
Communication/Public Relations 
*CORY JAY THORSON, BA 
Saint Ansgar 
Art: Studio Emphasis 




**TRACY L. TYSTAHL, BA 
Radcliffe 
Communicative-Disorders 
**JEANNE K. ULRICHS, BA 
Plainfield 
Communicative Disorders 




* AMY LYNN V ANDER BEEK, BA 
Oskaloosa 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
ANDREW JOHN VAN FLEET, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
# JASON ALLAN VAN HOVE, BA 
Keister, Minnesota 
Spanish 
WILLIAM CHARLES VAN WERDEN, BA 
Adel 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
FLORA VAN WORMER, BMus 
Cedar Falls 
Performance 
*MATTHEW PHILIP VOLZ, BA 
Waterloo 
Communication/Electronic Media 
ELIZABETH A. WAGONER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English 
DANIEL LEE WALTER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Communication/Electronic Media 
"MARJORIE ANN WATSON, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Rapids 
English 
*JAMES OTTO WEGENER, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
+*JOHN HERMAN WEGENER, BA 
Waterloo 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
KIMBERLY Jo WEICHERS, BA 
Steamboat Rock 
Communication: General Communication 
***MICHELLE MEREDITH WESTHOLM, BA 
Charles City 
Study of Religion 
STAYCE A. WESTOVER, BA EDUCATION 
Urbandale 
English 
**JON D . WHEATLEY, BA 
Cedar Falls 
English 
DAVID EUGENE WHIPPLE, BA EDUCATION 
Mason City 
English 
LISA ANN WHIPPLE, BA 
Nora Springs 
Art: Studio Emphasis 
• 
l . 
MRosE ANN WILDE, BA EDUCATION 
Jefferson 
English 
JOSHUA C. WILBURN, BA EDUCATION 
Glidden 
English 
GABRIEL WILKINSON, BA 
Hampton 
Theatre: Specialized Studies 
TERRY L. WILLIAMS, BFA 
Cedar Falls 
Art 
BRIAN MICHAEL WITTROCK, BA 
Lyons, Nebraska 
Study of Religion 
***THOMAS JOHN WOODHOUSE, JUNIOR, BA 
Dubuque 
Theatre: Performance-Acting 
**JAMES w. YOUNG, BMus 
Palo 
Music Education: Instrumental 
**KENNETH ALEXANDER ZARIFIS, BA EDUCATION 
Creston 
English 
*TARA ZAUGG, BA 
Ottumwa 
Communicative Disorders 




College of Natural Sciences 
**MELISSA LEIGH AALBERS, BA 
Alton 
Biology: Plan Y 
DUSTIN LOREN ACHENBACH, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Science 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
#Summer 1998 degree candidate 
/\Fall 1998 degree candidate 
+ Fall 1997 graduate 
***Summa Cum Laude 3.75 or higher 
**Magna Cum Laude 3.50 to 3.75 
*Cum Laude 3.25 to 3.50 
60 hour minimum at UNI 
ANDRIA D. BOWMAN, BA 
Carroll 
Natural History Interpretation 
M*MARK NELSON BRANUM, BA EDUCATION 
Merrill 
Chemistry 
JENNIFER MARIE ANCELL, BA EDUCATION 
Oskaloosa 
HEATHER LEE BRICKMAN, BA 
Fairbank 
Mathematics and Chemistry 






#*LEAH CHRISTINE BANICKY, BA 
Waterloo 
Biotechnology 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN BEASON, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Science 
DERRICK JOHN BECKER, BSCI 
Blairstown 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal Casting 
TODD J. BIGGINS, BSCI 
Albert City 
Manufacturing Technology: Automation and 
Production and Manufacturing Technology: 
Computer-Aided Drafting and Design 
***CRAIG ALAN BLOCK, BA 
· Ashton 
Chemistry and Biology: Plan Y 
NICOLE K. BOEHL, BA EDUCATION 
LeClaire 
Mathematics 
***CHRISTOPHER W. BOGUE, BA 
Ogden 
Biology: Plan Y 
PATRICK THOMAS BONUSO, BA 
Arlington Heights, Illinois 
Computer Science 
*ANA MARIA BORTS, BA 
Indianola 
Biology and Spanish 
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Science 
*JASON R. BRIES, BA 
St. Olaf 
Biology: Plan X-Environmental 
**BRIAND. BRIGHTMAN, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Biology: Plan Y 
TRAVIS JOHN BROELL, BSCI 
Cedar Falls 
Manufacturing Technology: Computer-Aided 
Drafting and Design 
ROBIN MARIE BUCKINGHAM, BA 
Indianola 
Biology: Plan Y 
PILAR M. BURG, BA 
Waterloo 
Computer Information Systems 
**THOMAS E. BURNS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan X 
CARRIE LEA CAMPBELL, BA 
Waverly 
Earth Science 
***THOMAS J. CAMPBELL, BSCI 
Clinton 
Biology 
AARON JASON CARD, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Graphic Communications 
**SARA CYNTHIA CARLSON, BA 
Stratford 
Biology: Plan Y 
BRIAN DAVID CARPENTER, BScI 
Norwalk 
Computer Science 
#CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL CARPENTER, BA 
Spencer 




AARON A. CARR, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan Y 
**JEREMY M . CAUWELS, BA 
Hawarden 
Biology: Plan Y and Chemistry 
CORBETTE JAE CAVANAUGH, BSCI 
Grimes 
Biology 
/\TODD L. CAVES, BA 
Ottumwa 
Natural History Interpretation 
***JANELLE KAY CHANEY, BA 
Osceola 
Biology: Plan Y 
JOHN C. CHAPLAIN, BA 
Waterloo 
Science 
*CHU-GHEE CHUAH, BA 
Penang, Malaysia 
Computer Information Systems 
ELIZABETH A. CLAYTON, BA 
Dysart 
Computer Information Systems and Accounting 
TAMMY LYNN CLOSE, BA 
Waverly 
Science: Medical Technology 
CRAIG ALLEN COBLE, BA 
Dubuque 
General Industry and Technology 
*MARLENE COOLEY, BA 
Waterloo 
Chemistry 
DAVID COTA, BScI 
Dubuque 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal Casting and 
Manufacturing Technology: Automation and 
Production 
SUSAN A. CRAFr, BA EDUCATION 
Waverly 
Mathematics 
*JOHNS. CRAWFORD, BA 
Osceola 
Mathematics C 
#JOSEPH M. CROSS, BA 
Wapello 
Biology: Plan Y 
BEATRICE LYNN DAHL, BA 
Davenport 
Biology: Plan Y 
**MATTHEW W. DANIELS, BSCI 
Waterloo 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: Engineering 
Technology 
DIANA LYN DAWSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan Y 
*MIKE DELAGARDELLE, BA 
Evansdale 
General Industry and Technology 
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ERIC DENTON DODD, BA 
Garner 
Science 
T.J. Dooo, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan X 
ABBIE ELISE DOSER, BA EDUCATION 
Urbandale 
Mathematics 
KRISTOFER L. DUNKIN, BScI 
Waverly 
Manufacturing Technology: Automation and 
Production 
MATTHEW JAMES EBERLE, BA 
Allison 
Computer Science 
*JOSEPH HAROLD EGGERS, BA 
St. Ansgar 
Biology: Plan Y 
**REBECCA J. ELLIS, BA 
Oelwein 
Biotechnology 
*JOSHUA MICHAEL ELLWANGER, BA 
Sioux City 
Biology: Biomedical 
TIMOTHY D. ELSER, BA 
Webb 
Biology: Biological Resources 
***KEVIN JAMES EMERSON, BA 
Bettendorf 
Computer Science 
*JEFFREY L. ENGLAND, BSCI 
Cedar Rapids 
Physics 
#* ANGELA M. ERHARDT, BScI 
Evansdale 
Geology 
*MARY ANN EVERS, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan Y 
RACHEL MARIE FAZIO, BA 
Norwalk 
Biology: Plan Y and Psychology 
#MATTHEW PAUL FITZGERALD, BA 
Dubuque 
Biology: Plan Y 
#JANEL M. FOHT, BScI 
Dubuque 
Geology 
#JANEL M. FOHT, BA 
Dubuque 
Geology: Environmental Emphasis 
JOHN FORSYTHE, BSCI 
Burlington 
Computer Science 
LISA A. FREEBOLIN, BA EDUCATION 
Dubuque 
Technology Education 
**DAVID MATTHEW GABEL, BA 
Mason City 
Biology: Plan Y 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: Dealing with Grieving 
and Loss 
KEEFE MICHAEL GAHERTY, BSCI 
Dubuque 
Construction Management 
**JESSE D. GEIKEN, BSCI 
Ackley 
Manufacturing Technology: Computer-Aided 
Drafting and Design 
*MICHELLE ANN GOLLOBIT, BA 
Lake View 
Biology: Plan Y 
TYLER GREEN, BScI 
Cedar Falls 
Construction Management 
KURT GREGOR, BT 
Marshalltown 
Construction Management 
***AMBER L. GROTJOHN, BA EDUCATION 
Schaller 
Mathematics and Middle School/Junior High 
School Education 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: The Effects of Thinking 
Strategies on Learning Basis Addition Facts 
**DAVID STEUART GUHL, BA EDUCATION 
Denison 
Technology Education 
JENNIFER ANN HAMMEL, BA EDUCATION 
Denver 
Mathematics 
#CARNELL V ANHENRY HAYES, BSc1 
Des Moines 
Manufacturing Technology: Design 
**JULIE RULLAN HAYES, BSci 
Urbandale 
Biology 
MICHAEL WILLIAM HEINE, BA 
Oelwein 
Computer Information Systems 
RYAN ARMIN HEINEMAN, BScI 
Oran 
Manufacturing Technology: Automation and 
Production 
DARYL HEINO, BA EDUCATION 
Wesley 
Mathematics 
#GEORGE A. HERMAN, BA EDUCATION 
Cedar Falls 
Technology Education 
JEREMY HETLETVEDT, BScI 
Faribault, Minnesota 
Construction Management 
*BRIANT. HILES, BA 
Bettendorf 
Computer Information Systems 
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#VALERIE ANNE HITCHCOCK, BA 
Davenport 
Graphic Communications 
CURTIS GEORGE HOBSCHEIDT, BA 
Keota 
General Industry and Technology 
JASON L. HOEKSTRA, BA 
Eldora 
Science 




Senior Thesis Title: Food Preference in 
Drosophila Tripunctata and Drosophila 
Robusta following Desication 
*JILL RENEE HUGGINS, BA EDUCATION 
Princeton, Kentucky 
Mathematics 
***JEFFREY ALAN HULNE, BA 
Grundy Center 
Biology: Plan Y 
KEITH HYMAN, BSCI 
Postville 
Construction Management 
REX CURTIS IEHL, BA 
Waterloo 
Computer Science 
*MELISSA IRLMEIER, BA 
Glidden 
Biology: Plan Y 
DANIEL WAYNE JAMES, BA EDUCATION 
Adel 
Mathematics 
**MICHELLE L. JOHNSON, BA 
Waterloo 
Science 
WAYNE DEAN JOHNSON, BA 
Kingsley 
Computer Science 
ANTHONY R. KEAHI, BA EDUCATION 
LeMars 
Mathematics 
JOSHUA M. KEARNS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan Y 
***MATTHEW PAUL KEPPLER, BA 
Lamont 
Mathematics C 
*JAMES S . KIESEY, BScI 
Washington 
Construction Management 
#CHRISTINA ANNE KINDL, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Graphic Communications 
*BRIAN KITTLESON, BA 
Janesville 
General Industry and Technology 
• 
l . 
JEFF A. KNIGHT, BA 
Waverly 
Computer Science 
JULIE L. KNUDSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Williamsburg 
Mathematics 
ANNE MARIE INMAN KOHLS, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan Y 
***ROBBIE KOONS, BA 
Knoxville 
Biology: Plan Y 
***LINDY RITA KROMMINGA, BA 
Keystone 
Graphic Communications 
#* ADRIENNE BRITTON KURTZ, BA 
Parkersburg 
Biotechnology 
SARAH MARIE LACOX, BA 
Van Meter 
Mathematics 
*BRIAN LAMBERT, BScI 
Harlan 
Physics 
JAMES R. LAMORGESE III, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Computer Science 
ANGELA LYNN LARSON, BA 
Lime Springs 
Biology: Plan Y 
**CHRISTOPHER D. LIKE, BA EDUCATION 
Monticello 
All Sciences 
JASON D. LINDGREN, BScI 
Ogden 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: Industrial 
Supervision and Management 
ADAM FRANK LORD, BA 
Hawthorn Woods, Illinois 
Biology: Biological Resources 
# DENA M. LOVELL, BA 
Marshalltown 
Graphic Communications 
*KATHERINE MARIE LOWER, BScI 
Iowa City 
Biology 
BARRET C. MACK, BScI 
Moosejaw, Saskatchewan, Canada 
Construction Management 
*JEREMY N. MARTIN, BA 
Muscatine 
Biology: Biomedical 
*CHAD RoBERT McCARTY, BA 
Peterson 
Mathematics C and Finance: General 
ROBERT GEORGE McCoY, BA 
Council Bluffs 
Biology: Plan Y 
COREY WESTON McGEE, BA 
Bettendorf 
Biology: Plan Y 
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*KATHRYN ANNE MCNEAL, BA EDUCATION 
Flagstaff, Arizona 
Chemistry 
#JEFFREY JAY MELCHER, BA 
Grinnell 
General Industry and Technology 
JEFFREY J. MILLER, BA 
Arlington 
General Industry and Technology 
KEVIN MICHAEL MILLER, BA 
Des Moines 
Science 
WILLIAM KURT MOATS, BT 
Bettendorf 
Construction Management 
*MARK D. MOHR, BA 
Cedar Falls 
General Industry and Technology 
*TODD D. MONTAG, BA 
Emmetsburg 
Computer Science 
**ROBERT JAMES MORAN, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Plan Y 
#STEPHANIE BROOKE MORRIS, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Geology: Environmental Emphasis 
*BRIAN MORUD, BScI 
Marion 
Computer Science 
JAMES ROBERT MOSES, BA 
Monona 
Computer Science 
JEFFREY L. MUELLER, BA 
Osage 
Computer Science 
*SHEILA KAY MUENSTER, BA 
Bellevue 
Biotechnology 
***KEVIN MICHAEL MULLEN, BA 
Peosta 
Biology: Plan Y 
**JOSHUA T. MUNTER, BA 
Strawberry Point 
Biology: Plan Y and Chemistry 
***ABIGAIL SUZANNE NATVIG, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan Y 
Presidential Scholar 
Senior Thesis Title: The Use of Medication 
in Managing Attention Deficit Hyperactive 
Disorder 
GARY V. NEILSEN, BA 
Dow City 
Earth Science 
DAVID ARLEN NELSON SR., BA 
Hudson 
Computer Science 
DANIEL JOHN NIBE, BScI 
Blairsburg 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal Casting 
***LINNEA R. NICHOLAS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan X 
**PAUL D. NICHOLS, BA 
Waterloo 
Biology: Plan Y 
#SCOTT W. ODEFEY, BSCI 
Dubuque 
Electro-Mechanical Systems: Engineering 
Technology 
JOAN THERESA O'LOUGHLIN-GOOD, BA 
Winthrop 
Science 
DARIN DANIEL OSIER, BA 
Charles City 
Biology: Plan X 
ALBERT R. P ANEC, BSCI 
Grand Island, Nebraska 
Chemistry and Science 
DAWN RACHELLE PARKER, BA EDUCATION 
Guthrie Center 
Mathematics 
*ERIC PARSONS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
DEAN MICHAEL PATTEN, BSCJ 
Webb 
Computer Science 
#*MARC THOMAS PEDERSEN, BA EDUCATION 
Ankeny 
Physics 
STEVEN W. PENNOCK, BScI 
Fort Madison 
Construction Management 
*LINDA J. PINGEL, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Computer Information Systems 
JEFFREY WILLIAM PODHAJSKY, BA EDUCATION 
Traer 
Mathematics 
***ST ACEY L. RANDALL, BA 
West Des Moines 
Biology: Plan Y 
MATTHEW THOMAS REISETTER, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Science 
***TRACY M. REITTINGER, BA 
Dyersville 
Biotechnology 
***DENNIS MARK RENS, BSCI 
Larchwood 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal Casting 
***TAMALA D. REUTER, BA 
Evansdale 
Biology: Plan Y and Psychology 
**CARLI A. RICHTSMEIER, BA 
Ackley 
Biology: Plan Y 




WESLEY ROBINSON, BT 
Mechanicsville, 
Construction Management 
**JAIME LEIGH ROGERS, BA 
Fort Dodge 
Biology: Biomedical 
GINGER ROMIG, BA 
Manly 
Earth Science 
***CAREY R. ROWELL, BA 
Edgewood 
Biology: Plan Y 
PAUL D. RUSCH, BA 
Dubuque 
Computer Science 
** AMBER LEA RUSSELL, BSCI 
Iowa City 
Chemistry 
***GARY L. SAAK, BSCJ 
Grundy Center 
Construction Management 
GREGORY J. SADLER, BA 
Dunkerton 
Graphic Communications 
***JAMES JOSEPH SANDERS, BA 
Cedar Falls 
Biology: Plan Y 
GREGORY LEE SCHAFER, BA EDUCATION 
Charles City 
Earth Science 
MONICA ANGELA ScHIESSL, BA 
Dubuque 
Biology: Environmental 
MATTHEW KENNETH ScHMIDT, BSCI 
Lake Mills 
Construction Management 
*TONY SCHMITZ, BT 
Carroll 
Construction Management 
TAMMY RENE SCHNEIDER, BA 
Marshalltown 
Biology: Plan Y 
TODD JASON ScHREINER, BSCJ 
Ankeny 
Manufacturing Technology: Metal Casting 
JAMES A. SCHRODER, BA 
Waukee 
Biology: Plan Y 
*MAGGIE ANN SELLERS, BA 
Chariton 
Biology: Plan Y 
***WADE SEWELL, BA 
Des Moines 
Biology: Plan Y 
DARCI ELAINE SHAFFER, BA 
Waterloo 
Biotechnology 






BRINDA S. SHEITY, BA 
Mason City 
Biology: Plan X - Environment 
**NEIL PoRTER SHULL, BSc1 
Shenandoah 
Chemistry 
*KORI THOMAS KELLY SICKLES, BA 
Cedar Rapids 
Biology: Plan Y 
ROBERT WALTER SITZMAN, BA 
Sioux City 
Biology: Plan Y 
*DEANA L. HUCKE SPETH, BA 
Waterloo 
Science 
#HEATHER RENEE ST ARR, BA 
Lost Nation 
Natural History Interpretation 
*LORI LYNN STAUFFER, BA 
Greene 
Chemistry 
#MATTHEW E . STILES, BA 
Newton 
Graphic Communication 
CHARLENE R. SuNDERMANN, BScI 
Algona 
Geology 
ROBERT TEESELINK, BSCI 
Rock Rapids 
Computer Science 
JEFFREY TODD TESKE, BA EDUCATION 
Fort Dodge 
Physics 
GEOFFREY RAY TESSAU, BA EDUCATION 
Wellsburg 
Mathematics 
JAMIE L. THARP, BA EDUCATION 
Marion 
Biology 
JASON J. THOMPSON, BSCI 
Vinton 
Computer Science 
HANCE THROCKMORTON, BSCI 
Indianola 
Manufacturing Technology: Computer-Aided 
Drafting and Design 




RY AN M . TROTTER, BA 
Hudson 
Computer Science 
JEREMY DAVID TURNER, BA 
Mason City 
Mathematics A 
*COURTNEY R. USHER, BSCJ 
Iowa City 
Chemistry 
ERIC J. VANDAELE, BA 
Fairbank 
Computer Science 
**CHAD DEAN VANDERLINDEN, BA 
Knoxville 
Biology: Plan Y 
#***Vu ANH Vu, BSc1 
Waterloo 
Applied Physics 
AMY RENAE WALTER, BA 
Newton 
Computer Science 
***JENNIFER A. WARNE, BA 
New Market 
Computer Science 
BRADLEY LYNN WEIDMAN, BA 
Denver 
Graphic Communications 
BRADLEY DAVID WELTZIN, BA 
Clinton 
Computer Science 
WENDY RENEE WETLAUFER, BA 
Winterset 
Graphic Communications 
**BRADE. WHEELER, BA 
Des Moines 
Biology: Plan Y 
ScOTT PATRICK WINGROVE, BScI 
Denison 
Construction Management 
**CONNIE MICHELE WOLF, BA EDUCATION 
Sioux City 
Mathematics 
TRACY LYNN WOLFE, BA EDUCATION 
Bridgeview, Illinois 
Biology 




1. The education symbol used for the Doctor of Education, the Specialist in Education and the Bachelor of 
Arts in Education degrees, as well as the College of Education, represents the teacher-student 
communication. 
2. The symbol for the Master's and the Master of Philosophy degrees represents further study beyond the first 
four years. • 
l 
3. The four circles for the Bachelor of Arts degree denote four years of study. ' 
4. The Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees are represented on a musical staff. 
5. The symbol for the Bachelor of Technology and Doctor of Technology incorporates an industrial and 
mechanical motif. 
6. The area of Business is symbolized by circles in a chain of growth and development . 
7. The design of circles in a test tube represents the Sciences. 
8. The symbol for the Fine Arts evolved from a color wheel and developed into a representation of all the arts 
and their common unity. 
9. A symbol of the human mind represents the field of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
10. The centering represents the campus and the four circles represent all campus study for the Bachelor of 
Liberal Studies degree. 
11. The symbol for the Specialist degree represents further study beyond the Master's level . 
12. The symbol for Continuing Education and Special Programs represents campus outreach and educational 
growth. 
1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 
9 10 11 12 
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